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ABSTRACT

From an economic perspective, giving copyright holders the right to control production of derivative works—works that transform their expression, such as the movie version of a novel—is unjustified, even harmful. Current scholarship either defends this entitlement as economically sensible or partially reconfigures it. This Article assesses the dominant economic rationales for derivative control and finds them weak at best. Unlike other copyright scholarship, this piece argues that since the right prevents production of attractive, diverse, cheaper new expression, and blocks the promise of re-mix culture, it should be eliminated. This change would also concentrate attention on the adaptation right’s role as a proxy for other copyright concerns, primarily the risk of derivatives substituting for initial works. This Article proposes re-configuring copyright law to unfetter transformative expression while safeguarding copyright’s other entitlements. Finally, it concludes by suggesting that economic arguments cover more deeply held beliefs, based on personality theory or labor-desert conceptions, supporting control over adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

American copyright law is mainly about money. Paradoxically, this means copyright owners should not control production of derivative works based on their creations. This Article explains why.

Art can pay well. Popular novels become profitable movies; science fiction films sell action figures. Under American copyright law, creators dictate when and under what terms their art may be adapted into other forms and thereby earn revenue. Scholars view this entitlement as vital in encouraging production of new expression.

Yet this derivative works right also blocks creativity. Those who would build upon existing art must seek permission, usually at a price, to transform copyrighted expression. From an economic perspective, the right incurs costs as well as creating benefits. Nearly all analysts accept that some control over derivatives is sensible on economic grounds. This Article argues they are wrong and that eliminating the adaptation right is sensible under this calculus.

Previous scholarly work concentrates on arguments for augmenting the derivative works right,1 shifting from injunctive remedies to a liability rule,2
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focusing on whether the individual copyright owner has been compensated adequately,3 offering alternative rationales for copyright’s protections,4 decreasing the right’s duration,5 revising the definition of a derivative work,6 employing an expanded fair use doctrine to permit “blocking copyrights,”7 reducing uncertainty in adjudicating infringement,8 demarcating the right more clearly,9 and altering the right to permit “recoding” of expressive works.10 In short, current thinking either defends or reconfigures the derivative works right.

This Article takes an approach both more basic and more radical: it examines the predominant arguments justifying the right—those grounded in a utilitarian economic calculus—and finds them wanting. It proposes accordingly that the right should be eliminated, not refined or strengthened. This fundamental change to copyright law would reduce derivatives’ cost and increase their diversity. Moreover, it would concentrate attention on the adaptation right’s role as a proxy for other copyright concerns, primarily the risk of derivatives substituting for initial works and undermining the reproduction right. Shifting certain derivative works, such as abridgments and translations, to be covered by the reproduction right would address the substitution concern. Copyright law should protect transformative works from infringement liability with copyright while safeguarding initial authors against minor variants that merely substitute for their expression. From a coldly economic perspective, the adaptation right’s costs outweigh its burdens, and it should be removed from copyright’s entitlements.

Finally, this Article concludes by arguing that economic arguments cover more deeply held beliefs supporting control over adaptation. Echoing personality theory, we may confer a veto over derivatives to ensure artists guide development of their creations, preventing uses seen as shoddy or distorting. In addition, we may feel creators deserve the benefits accruing from their contributions to the expressive commonweal—an argument founded in Lockean labor-desert theory. These rationales are perfectly defensible, but they are not the ones commonly deployed. If they justify con-

9. See, e.g., LESSIG, supra note 5, at 295.
continued control over derivatives, we should advert to these grounds explicitly and evaluate the adaptation right’s scope in light of their demands and limitations.

Part II of this Article describes the right’s cost in foregone creative expression, while Part III explores copyright’s unusual economics. In Part IV, the piece describes and analyzes the four economic arguments employed to support exclusive control over derivative works. Part V proposes eliminating the right, and discusses legal changes necessary to leave copyright’s other entitlements unchanged. Finally, Part VI concludes by suggesting that the right’s persistence is best ascribed to other rationales, such as labor-desert or personality theory, that are cloaked in the prevailing, economically-oriented mode of copyright’s discourse.

II. MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

The derivative works right blocks creation of attractive, transformative expression, despite technological changes that make producing such works ever easier and cheaper.

Current copyright law lets creators dictate whether, and on what terms, their works can be adapted, transformed, or interpreted in new ways. A derivative work produced without authorization may be popular, attractive, and imaginative, but it is also unlawful. Initial creators can thus prevent new expression that uses their work as a base from reaching an audience or a market.

Intuitively, this seems unproblematic: artists should produce new offerings rather than recycling existing ones. However, most creative works adapt previous expression. Examples abound: *Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead* elaborates upon *Hamlet.*11 Most jazz music riffs on prior pieces.12 Robert Parker’s private eye Spenser owes a significant debt to Raymond Chandler’s gumshoe Philip Marlowe.13 Many computer programs incorporate significant elements of the operating system upon which they run or the software with which they interact.14 The best-selling novel *Ahab’s Wife* incorporates much of *Moby Dick.*15 Martin Scorsese’s Oscar-winning film *The Departed* reworks the Hong Kong police drama *Infernal Affairs*

Popular works often reveal a heritage of adaptation: *West Side Story* re-imagines *Romeo and Juliet* in the world of urban gangs while Shakespeare based his play upon a poem by Arthur Brooke. Controls on derivative works thus have significant consequences for the production of new expression and may prevent it (or at least make it unlawful).

Hip-hop music executive and mixtape artist DJ Drama felt this control sharply: he was arrested at the behest of the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and charged with felony violation of Georgia’s Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organization (RICO) law. Drama’s mixtapes—unlicensed compilations of remixes, unreleased tracks, and promotional material—are a popular, vital marketing tool for hip-hop artists who not only acquiesced in his efforts but actively assisted him. The record labels who own the music’s copyrights, though, view mixtapes as piracy. Although many musicians support mixtapes, which often bolster sales of authorized releases, producing a lawful mixtape is difficult. As DJ Drama learned, creating a popular but unauthorized, derivative work—even one that benefits artists—is little comfort when the police arrive.

Consider also the *Grey Album*. Brian Burton, better known as Danger Mouse, had a brilliant idea: mix music from The Beatles’ *White Album* with rap lyrics from Jay-Z’s *Black Album*. The resulting *Grey Album* is popular (downloaded over one million times in a single day), creative (*Rolling Stone* called it “ingenious . . . ahead of its time”), and illegal. The record label EMI, which owns the rights to the Beatles’ musical recordings, insisted Danger Mouse cease distributing the work.

22. Beatles fans will properly note that the correct album title is *The Beatles*.
Mouse needed its permission to use and adapt the White Album and that he should have sought a license to do so. This position overlooked two problems. First, requests for permission to sample the Beatles’ work have always been denied. Second, Danger Mouse would also need permission from Roc-A-Fella Records (to use the Black Album), and either label could have demanded more than 50% of his revenues as a licensing fee. The Grey Album probably does not harm sales of either component album—in fact, remixes are often used as underground marketing to spur interest in the original recordings—but it could not have been produced lawfully.

Or think about fan fiction. This genre consists of consumer creations—stories written by readers employing a work’s setting, characters, or plot to new ends. These creations rarely, if ever, compete with the originals; few even enjoy commercial demand. Fan fiction can increase consumption of originals by reinforcing interest in them. Yet authors such as Anne Rice use copyright law to prevent even non-commercial transformations of her vampire novels. (Interestingly, Rice seeks not only to control her characters and settings but to prevent fan fiction from interfering with her imagination). Fan fiction’s benefits are largely intangible, but the pecuniary risks to its creators are real. While a newspaper may help develop children’s writing skills by asking them to produce their own denouements to the Harry Potter series, it may also encourage them to infringe J.K. Rowling’s copyrights. Copyright lawsuits need not succeed to dissuade derivative creation. The cost of defending even a spurious claim, along with the risk of sizeable statutory damages, can chill production of new expression.

Technological changes that lower costs of creating new works worsen the problem. Computer technology and “prosumer” media equipment make

site hosting the album).

27. See Werde, supra note 25.
30. See, e.g., Walker, supra note 28 (noting “unauthorized remixes can serve as promotional vehicles for the artists they sample”); cf. Sasha Frere-Jones, 1+1+1=1: The New Math of Mashups, New Yorker, Jan. 10, 2005, at 85 (stating the Grey Album “is processed so radically that its source is sometimes not clear” and describing the transactional complexities of obtaining rights to sample music).
31. See supra notes 393–394 and accompanying text.
32. See, e.g., Diane Werts, Really Stranger Than Fiction, Newsday, May 1, 2005, at C16.
36. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 504–05 (setting statutory damages for copyright infringement and allowing recovery of costs and attorneys’ fees).
producing sophisticated works increasingly easy and cheap.37 A user with an inexpensive personal computer (PC) and editing software can generate artistic works that required a team of experts and millions of dollars of equipment only a few years ago.38 Thus, Miami firefighter Rory Cejas could produce a sophisticated twenty-minute film based on the Star Wars movies using a single cheap PC, a Canon GL-1 camera, three actors, and five software programs, without the benefit of film school.39 Similarly, the cost of producing sound recordings has fallen dramatically; a music studio that cost $50,000 in 1980 is readily duplicated today by a PC and software for a few thousand dollars.40 Television shows employ increasingly sophisticated special effects as their expense drops.41 Adding a computer-generated crocodile to an episode of Invasion cost $7,500 in 2002, but only $1,500 today.42 This makes creating visually rich TV programs increasingly feasible and affordable.43

Reduced costs extend to distribution.44 Professor William Fisher notes that distributing digital works over the Internet offers significant savings.45 Innovations such as playlists,46 recommendation systems,47 fan sites,48 and lawful file-sharing services49 substitute for expensive marketing and advertising.50

40. WILLIAM W. FISHER III, PROMISES TO KEEP 23 (2004).
42. See id.
43. See id. (quoting the show’s visual effects supervisor).
44. See, e.g., Benkler, supra note 37, at 396–97 (noting “[t]o some extent [distribution] is a nonissue on the Internet”).
45. See FISHER, supra note 40, at 21.
46. See, e.g., H2O Playlist Homepage, http://h2obeta.law.harvard.edu/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2007) (allowing users to create and share playlists of content).
49. See, e.g., Weedshare, http://www.weedshare.com/ (last visited Nov. 15, 2007) (now-defunct site which allowed users to share music files lawfully with others).
50. See, e.g., John Anderson, Once It Was Direct to Video, Now It’s Direct to the Web, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 23, 2005, at AR27.
Technological change empowers potential creators among the general public with the capability to produce sophisticated works. Like their predecessors, many new artists follow Apple’s credo of “Rip. Mix. Burn.,” re-configuring and incorporating existing creations. Consumers already practice unauthorized adaptation—witness fan fiction—and may be surprised to learn it is unlawful.

With the increasing number of producers of transformative works, society benefits from greater diversity of offerings and from enhanced satisfaction of consumers’ desires. As with open source software, when “users” can tailor works to suit their needs, they benefit—particularly if those users constitute a group too small or obscure for the original author to see benefit in offering them a customized product. Such adaptations may also prove desirable to others.

In contrast to the direction of technological development, the trend in copyright law augments initial creators’ control over expression. Legal changes have increased the scope of protection (for example, the Copyright Act of 1976 formally conferred power over derivative works), lengthened its duration (the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act (CTEA) of 1998 increased it by twenty years), prohibited users from circumventing technical restrictions on using works (for example, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act forbids bypassing access control measures), reduced fair use’s scope, increased civil and criminal penalties for infringement, and allowed license agreements to override countervailing rights and defenses such as fair use (for example, court decisions uphold license agreements banning reverse engineering even when it would be fair use).

Moreover, the practical effects of increased copyright protection make it harder to obtain funding for, or to commercialize, transformative works. In

53. See generally LESSIG, supra note 5, at 184–88 (describing harms to potential creators from the current configuration of copyright’s derivative work protections).
61. See, e.g., MARJOIRE HEINS & TRICIA BECKLES, WILL FAIR USE SURVIVE? FREE EXPRESSION IN THE AGE OF COPYRIGHT CONTROL 5 (2005), available at
movies, for example, the need to obtain “errors and omissions” insurance coverage forces creators to license “every snippet of film, photographs, music, or text that is used, in addition to shots of distinctive buildings or products.” Producing films like a history of American commercials becomes difficult if not impossible. These changes narrow considerably material available to creators to use as the basis for their own works.

A common response to complaints about these legal trends, and to the need for “starter material” for new works, is to direct potential creators to unprotected expression—resources in the public domain. However, recent changes to copyright law halted the flow of works out of protection and into the commons. For example, the CTEA provided twenty years of additional protection for works with expiring copyrights (including, famously, Disney’s Mickey Mouse cartoon Steamboat Willie), thwarting creators about to gain new building blocks. Normally, copyright’s limited duration operates like a conveyor belt, constantly bringing works into the public domain where artists can build upon them. The CTEA stopped this belt, making transformative access to existing, protected works even more important.

Defenders of the adaptation right also advance important non-economic arguments for this control. These rationales likely explain its presence and increasing strength better than the purported economic grounds. Such explanations draw upon labor-desert rationales (justifying control to protect the creator’s effort invested in them against misappropriation) or personality theory (advocating copyright based on the author’s identification with the work, both in her own mind and by others).

For example, creators identify with, and feel ownership towards, their creations. They want to control how their works are used. This may require

http://www.fepproject.org/policyreports/WillFairUseSurvive.pdf (stating that the “notion that every quotation except the most minimal must be licensed and paid for is pervasive in the commercial world of arts and culture”).


63. See HEINS & BECKLES, supra note 61, at 6 (citing the experience of E&O insurance broker Dennis Reiff).


sacrificing considerable pecuniary gain, as when cartoonist Bill Watterson refused to license characters from his *Calvin and Hobbes* strip for merchandise.\(^{70}\) Watterson’s views resonate strongly with justifications for copyright that posit the fusing of the author’s personality with her expression and provide controls over works to protect it.\(^{71}\) European copyright law relies heavily upon this theory, but American law has adopted it only in limited areas.\(^{72}\) However, certain features of the U.S. copyright system limiting the creator’s influence over uses of her work, such as the “cover license” for recorded music\(^{73}\) or protection for parody under the fair use doctrine,\(^{74}\) complicate this rationale’s application.

While such justifications may have merit, they contrast sharply with the dominant, economically-oriented method and language of copyright analysis in the United States. Exploring these theories is beyond this Article’s scope. However, this paper implicitly pleads for truth in advertising. If the adaptation right depends upon labor-desert or personality grounds, we should expressly assess the right and tailor its scope, using these methodologies, rather than blending them into an economically-based theory of copyright.

In short, many new creations adapt existing works. Technological advances make generating derivative expression increasingly easy and inexpensive, offering the promise of greater creative output, more interaction by consumers with content, and enhanced diversity of artistic offerings. Legal rules that impede such production, and their underlying rationales, should be scrutinized.

### III. COPYRIGHT’S UNUSUAL ECONOMICS

Economically, copyright is an anomaly. Copyright law deliberately creates a monopoly over certain creative expression, tolerating the concomitant harms (increased prices, decreased consumption, and deadweight loss) as a necessary evil.\(^{75}\) This is at odds with how American law generally organizes production: by creating market competition. This Article now examines briefly why the United States typically prefers competition to monopoly as a backdrop to analyzing how necessary copyright’s evils actually are.

Economists view competition, which generates incentives to innovate and to minimize costs, as presumptively superior to monopoly based on empirical research and practical experience.\(^{76}\) With multiple, competing


\(^{72}\) See id. at 7–9; see also 17 U.S.C. § 106A (2000) (granting moral rights-like protection for certain visual art).


\(^{74}\) See, e.g., Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 579 (1994) (holding that “parody, like other comment or criticism, may claim fair use”).

\(^{75}\) See infra note 87.

suppliers, prices fall, innovative offerings flourish, and output expands.\textsuperscript{77} Different suppliers introduce diverse products. Competition allows entrepreneurs to discover, and provides incentives to exploit, localized knowledge about what buyers want.\textsuperscript{78} In a competitive market, prices (in the long run) decrease to the marginal cost of production; under monopoly, prices remain higher to maximize the monopolist’s revenues.\textsuperscript{79}

Copyright gives creators sole control over both their initial works and related secondary markets. Though this monopoly’s power depends on whether close substitutes for a work exist—\textsuperscript{80} if I cannot read \textit{Eragon}, I may be satisfied with \textit{Dragonsdawn}—some copyrights do confer market power.\textsuperscript{81} The adaptation right lets one party control utilization of a work in nearly all secondary markets.\textsuperscript{82}

Copyright thus suffers three key economic detriments. First, it creates higher prices through monopoly rents:\textsuperscript{83} consumers pay more than they would with competitive supply.\textsuperscript{84} Some consumers will value a work more than its cost in a competitive market, but less than its price under monopoly.\textsuperscript{85} Under competition, they would buy a copy; under monopoly, they would not.\textsuperscript{86} This foregone benefit creates monopoly’s deadweight loss.\textsuperscript{87} Deadweight loss can be significant: Professor Paul Romer estimates that for the oligopolistic recorded music industry, “the welfare loss created by the excess of price over marginal cost could be comparable to total revenue for the recording industry.”\textsuperscript{88} Reduced consumption of copyrighted works can also generate negative externalities; for example, fewer customers share in common cultural experiences.\textsuperscript{89}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See \textit{ISRAEL M. KIRZNER, DISCOVERY AND THE CAPITALIST PROCESS} 50–53 (1985).
\item See \textit{Landes & Posner, supra note 4, at 361}; see also Lemley, supra note 7, at 1041 n.246 (discussing a software example of market power through copyright).
\item Exceptions, such as fair use and the first sale doctrine, limit control in secondary markets such as parodies and rentals of motion picture videocassettes. See \textit{17 U.S.C. §§ 107, 109(a)} (2000).
\item See Glynn S. Lunney, Jr., \textit{Reexamining Copyright’s Incentives-Access Paradigm}, 49 \textit{VAND. L. REV.} 483, 556 n.282 (1996) (defining monopoly rent as “the amount by which the price for each copy of the work sold exceeds what the marginal cost would have been for the last copy that would have been sold in a perfectly competitive market”).
\item See, e.g., \textit{WALTER NICHOLSON, MICROECONOMIC THEORY} 548–51 (7th ed. 1998).
\item See \textit{Posner, supra note 76, at 278}; Fisher, supra note 51, at 1702.
\item Formally, deadweight loss comprises consumer and producer surplus lost from sales not made at the higher, monopoly price that would occur at the lower, competitive market price. See Lunney, supra note 83, at 497–98, 564.
\item Paul Romer, \textit{When Should We Use Intellectual Property Rights?}, 92 \textit{AM. ECON. REV.} 213, 214 (2002).
\item See Fisher, supra note 51, at 1751–53.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Second, competitive supply has an information advantage over monopoly.90 If suppliers are free to enter secondary markets, they can respond to localized demand or to scarce information about consumer preferences.91 Innovation is distributed: new products incorporate consumer feedback through market prices, and potential profits create incentives to produce desirable goods.92 With monopoly, though, a single supplier must evaluate all potential demand.93 One supplier is less likely to have access to relevant information about secondary markets, and to be capable of acting upon it, than in a market where anyone with information can become a supplier. Monopoly undercuts arbitrage’s benefits: people with information about buyer preferences have less incentive to use it, and some demand goes unmet.

Third, monopoly may retard innovation and efficiency gains. Monopolists often have reduced incentives to cut costs and to create new products.94 They gain less from innovation, having already extracted most consumer surplus through pricing; since market entry is precluded by definition, firms that are more capable innovators cannot displace the monopolist.95 Monopolists may also be less efficient. Competition signals how effectively a firm’s management reduces costs; a monopolist thus has less ability to evaluate its managers’ competence, to reward effective performers, and to remove the inept.96

Copyright law deviates from how America normally regulates production.97 This is a deliberate policy choice, not historical accident.98 Such divergence requires explanation.99 American copyright is primarily instrumen-

---

90. See Benkler, supra note 37, at 406–10.
91. For the classic statement of this argument, see F.A. Hayek, The Use of Knowledge In Society, 35 AM. ECON. REV. 519 (1945).
92. See id. at 526.
94. See POSNER, supra note 76, at 281.
99. See Boyle, supra note 97, at 43 (stating that “given the known static and dynamic costs of monopolies, and the constitutional injunction to encourage the progress of science and the useful arts, the burden of proof should be on those requesting new rights to prove their necessity” (footnote omitted)).
tal: it confers rights to obtain public benefits, such as enhanced production and distribution of creative works. This paper next assesses how well our instrument works.

IV. ECONOMIC THEORIES SUPPORTING THE DERIVATIVE WORKS RIGHT

Economic analysis of the adaptation right begins by recognizing three unusual characteristics of works eligible for copyright. First, they are non-rivalrous and can be enjoyed by many people simultaneously without interference. Second, once consumers have access to a work, it is difficult to prevent copying or unauthorized use—known as non-excludibility. Third, many creative works are inexpensive to copy, particularly compared to the investment needed to produce the initial version.

The consequence is that most copyrighted works are cheaply and easily copied. It may have taken J.K. Rowling a year to write *Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince*; but it took only twelve hours after its release for fans to scan the book into digital form and distribute it on the Internet. As William Landes and Richard Posner note, this makes a creator’s financial prospects bleak. Without legal protections such as copyright, unscrupulous people can wait for Rowling to incur the costs of creating her novel, then capitalize on demand by purchasing a single copy, reproducing it, and selling for a lower price. Game theory predicts creators will anticipate this tactic and decide not to produce works in the first place. Without copyright, creative works may be underproduced.

Against this background, economic justifications for the derivative works right can be grouped into four categories. They defend the derivative works right as vital in reducing transaction costs, enabling price discrimination, exploiting secondary markets efficiently, and generating incentives to create initial works. The following Subparts outline each rationale, then analyze arguments and data supporting it.

103. See *Loren, supra note 101, at 23.
104. See *Landes & Posner, supra note 4, at 326.
107. See *LANDES & POSNER, supra note 11, at 40.
A. Reducing Transaction Costs

1. Theory: Copyright as Clearinghouse

The first economic argument contends that exclusive control over derivative works reduces transaction costs.\(^\text{109}\) By vesting all rights to a work in one entity (initially, the creator), copyright reduces discovery and bargaining costs for someone seeking to use that work.\(^\text{110}\) Obtaining a license for any of copyright’s entitlements involves negotiations with just one party. This justification could be especially important for creators who want to transform a work that is itself a derivative. Authorization from the derivative work’s copyright holder immunizes against infringement suits by both the derivative and original rights owners.\(^\text{111}\) If instead derivative authors could copyright their works (rather than original creators holding that right), someone seeking to alter a derivative work would need to negotiate with both authors, increasing costs.\(^\text{112}\)

To illustrate, Landes and Posner offer the example of an author who wants to produce a new version of a foreign work’s English translation—say, Orhan Pamuk’s *Snow*.\(^\text{113}\) If rights to both the original and the (derivative) translation did not vest in one party, the prospective author must negotiate with both Pamuk and the first translation’s copyright holder, since a new version would infringe both copyrights if unauthorized. Copyright’s unified control, though, lets the new creator bargain with only one party: whoever holds rights to the English translation.\(^\text{114}\)

This consolidation also prevents the problem of multiple holdouts: if an author needs permission from more than one party, each party with veto power has an incentive to hold out for virtually all of the new work’s expected profits.\(^\text{115}\) Since the new creator cannot satisfy all of these demands, none of the rights holders will consent. If only one entity must consent, the prospective author should be able to negotiate a license, even if at a high price.

\(^{109}\) See, e.g., LANDES & POSNER, supra note 11, at 110–11. Landes and Posner view this rationale as “[t]he most compelling reason for vesting the original author with control over derivative works . . . .” Id. at 110.

\(^{110}\) Id. at 110–11.

\(^{111}\) This assumes the derivative author is authorized to license further derivatives; if not, the transaction cost rationale is weakened.

\(^{112}\) LANDES & POSNER, supra note 11, at 110–11.

\(^{113}\) See Landes & Posner, supra note 4, at 355 (using example of an English translation of one of Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s works).

\(^{114}\) LANDES & POSNER, supra note 11, at 111.

Encouraging derivative licensing by reducing associated costs is generally efficient. A novelist usually lacks the skills to create action figures based on her characters, but she can contract with a toy company specializing in it. Allowing a copyright holder to divide inexpensively her entitlement to prepare different adaptations, such as translations into other languages and movie screenplays for a novel, makes these transactions easier and promotes them.\footnote{See Landes & Posner, supra note 11, at 112.} Enforcement costs are also reduced. If the initial author can enforce copyright in a derivative, she can more cheaply police infringement by other derivative works since she need show substantial similarity only to her derivative and not to the original.\footnote{See id. at 111.}

Finally, a variant of this rationale contends that vesting all rights in one entity, even if those rights are alienable, reduces the costs of discovering who holds them.\footnote{See Lunney, supra note 83, at 513.} Some derivatives may be quite dissimilar from the initial work—for example, bedsheets decorated with characters from a movie based on a novel. If an entrepreneur wanted to produce shower curtains based on the sheets, she might have trouble discovering who owned their copyright. Since the right to produce the sheets stems from the book author’s copyright, though, she can contact the author to verify the assignment of rights. The author is the source from whom all rights flow; when in doubt, aspiring licensees can contact her to learn how to obtain permission to create derivatives.

This rationale thus envisions the copyright holder as a rights clearinghouse to reduce transaction costs.

2. Analysis: Second-Best at Cutting Costs

If vesting derivative rights in one holder cuts transaction costs, removing these rights altogether reduces them even further.\footnote{See Voegtli, supra note 6, at 1246.} Without the adaptation right, creators can transform an existing work without incurring any negotiation or licensing costs.\footnote{See generally Lemley, supra note 7, at 1053–55 (discussing the transaction costs incident in copyright licensing and stating that licensing costs can absorb up to 20% of a transaction’s value).} Without the right, the only potential risk of increased costs occurs when a derivative might infringe the right to reproduce the initial work.\footnote{See 17 U.S.C. § 106(1) (2000).} For example, a novel’s translation would necessarily include points of plot and character development protected under the reproduction right. This is an important consideration, and this Article proposes reforms to address it in Part V. Absent this concern, though, there are no transaction cost benefits from forcing negotiation with a rights holder rather than allowing anyone to transform a work.\footnote{See Sterk, supra note 4, at 1217; Voegtli, supra note 6, at 1246–47. Landes and Posner assume any derivative work infringes both the reproduction and adaptation rights; thus, a derivative author must negotiate with the initial author anyway and vesting all rights in that creator is efficient. See Landes &
Moreover, eliminating the derivative right decreases discovery costs. Copyright owners need not register or display a © symbol to protect their works—this lack of formalities (required under international treaties such as the Berne Convention)123 often makes learning who holds a copyright difficult, necessitating investigation expenses. This cost is eliminated if permission is not needed for adaptation.

The reduced transaction costs achieved by eliminating the derivative works right could be important. For some derivatives, administrative or bargaining costs involved in production will exceed their expected value, leading to the inefficient result that an otherwise socially beneficial work will not be created.124 Fan fiction and mixtapes appear particularly vulnerable here.

The transaction costs justification also fails to describe how copyright generally operates in practice. Most copyright holders for successful works disaggregate their entitlements—they sublicense or transfer portions of their rights.125 This challenges parties who later want to utilize works. Distributing older films in a motion picture studio’s “library,” for example, is often impossible due to the movies’ complicated assignment of rights.126 Similarly, magazine publishers seeking to distribute back issues on DVD must often resort to technical work-arounds, such as including images of pages rather than reproducing their text, to overcome the transaction costs of finding and bargaining with the many authors involved.127 A creator seeking to transform a derivative work might need to negotiate with, or at least identify and contact, both the derivative and initial authors, since it might not be clear what authority the derivative creator possessed to authorize further adaptation.128 Thus, even if vesting rights in a single entity were initially more efficient, these rights’ alienability could quickly erase any advantage.

Finally, a system without the derivative right reduces costs at infringement’s margin: some new works inevitably have similarities to previous, copyrighted ones because they operate in the same genre or share a common public domain heritage.129 The boundary demarcating infringement of the adaptation right is not clearly marked. Authors of works close to that boundary may seek a license, avoiding risk of a lawsuit, even when permis-
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sion is not clearly necessary; this transaction cost evaporates if there is no derivative right.130

Because transaction costs are lower under a copyright system without the derivative works right than in one that includes it, this rationale offers no support for the right’s existence.

B. Enabling Price Discrimination

1. Theory: Broadening Access, Boosting Returns

The second economic argument justifies the derivative works right as necessary to enable price discrimination by copyright holders. Price discrimination occurs when a supplier charges different prices to different buyers for the same product.131 It lets producers tailor prices more closely to consumers’ willingness to pay. Under perfect price discrimination, a supplier charges each customer her reservation price—the most she will pay for the good.132

Copyright price discrimination offers two potential benefits. First, it can enhance access.133 Creators can charge consumers less to acquire a copy (for example, buying a novel) and more to employ it to create derivatives that earn revenue (for example, creating a film version). Conversely, without price discrimination, access may diminish. Creators might increase prices to capture some revenue earned by consumers who transform their copies. This would reduce access for those who only want to use their copy normally—reading the novel rather than writing a screenplay—and whose reservation prices are close to the prevailing price under discrimination. Price discrimination can thus make it cheaper for consumers to acquire copies.

Second, price discrimination bolsters revenues by allowing creators to capture more consumer surplus, spurring production.134 Price discrimination can also attract additional customers since prices are lower than in a system without this capability.135 Many commentators accordingly view price discrimination as a benefit of copyright law.136 Professor Wendy Gordon describes all of copyright’s entitlements as geared to sustaining this prac-

130. See Lunney, supra note 83, at 495–96. This is particularly true if creators are risk-averse.
131. NICOLSON, supra note 84, at 560.
132. Id. at 561; POSNER, supra note 76, at 283.
134. See LANDES & POSNER, supra note 11, at 39; NICOLSON, supra note 84, at 560.
Professor William Fisher argues price discrimination is advantageous because “it enables the copyright owner to reap greater rewards per unit of efficiency loss than he would if he charged a flat fee.”\textsuperscript{138} Without the adaptation right, creators might have insufficient incentives to produce or to provide adequate quality.\textsuperscript{139} Professor Glynn Lunney contends that without the ability to charge differential prices, potential creators will turn to other products amenable to price discrimination and with higher returns; accordingly, expressive works may be underproduced.\textsuperscript{140} Thus, price discrimination can increase output by boosting revenues.

Price discrimination is difficult and expensive. To implement it, suppliers need information about consumers’ willingness to pay, market power, and the ability to prevent arbitrage.\textsuperscript{141} They must acquire and use information about customers’ reservation prices to set properly their own prices and must not face competition that undercuts them. A supplier must also prevent secondary sales from low reservation price customers to high-price ones (arbitrage), or high-price consumers will buy in secondary markets instead.\textsuperscript{142}

Given these challenges, economists define three types of price discrimination.\textsuperscript{143} First-degree price discrimination can occur when the seller knows each consumer’s willingness to pay.\textsuperscript{144} Second-degree price discrimination uses consumer decisions—such as when to see a movie—as an imperfect proxy for reservation price.\textsuperscript{145} Third-degree price discrimination employs observable characteristics, such as age, as an even less precise index.\textsuperscript{146} Available information determines how closely a seller can match price to willingness to pay.

The derivative works right enables second-degree price discrimination.\textsuperscript{147} Copyright owners can charge different prices for the same copies (though with different use rights). For example, record labels can charge less to a customer who only listens to a song, and more to one who uses it in a television commercial.\textsuperscript{148} Deciding to buy an ordinary copy, or one with a license to adapt it, separates consumers into higher-value and lower-value users. This solves price discrimination’s information challenge by forcing higher-value consumers to identify themselves. The right functions like a contractual restriction on using a work (known as product differentiation).\textsuperscript{149}

\begin{footnotesize}
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However, the ability to charge more for derivative rights is limited by the “sorting constraint”—if the license’s additional cost is too great, some derivative authors will forgo creation.\textsuperscript{150} The sorting constraint is important because it reduces total surplus that consumers and producers enjoy from copyrighted works.\textsuperscript{151} Use restrictions decrease surplus for people who place a low value on a work (below that necessary to justify purchasing an adaptation license), but for whom the limit prevents valuable use.\textsuperscript{152}

The right can also fine-tune price discrimination by linking primary and derivative markets. The Warner Brothers motion picture studio, for example, controls merchandising rights for its popular movies based on the \textit{Harry Potter} novels.\textsuperscript{153} By selling action figures, the studio obtains surplus from higher-value moviegoers with greater interest and can reduce (or avoid increasing) ticket prices to capture lower-value \textit{Potter} movie consumers.\textsuperscript{154} With the adaptation right, the studio controls both markets and can tune prices in each to maximize profit.

Copyright law effectively implements price discrimination by limiting arbitrage.\textsuperscript{155} Users who might unlawfully transform copies are checked by the copyright holder’s ability to prosecute violations and by fears, even if overblown, of legal liability.\textsuperscript{156} The right is likely more efficient and less costly than alternative means of implementing price discrimination that copyright owners might employ in its absence.\textsuperscript{157}

The price discrimination rationale has two facets. First, the right improves access. Without price discrimination, authors will price copies above what some ordinary consumers will pay to capture surplus value from derivative creators, reducing access. This creates deadweight loss. Second, price discrimination spurs production or, at least, prevents underproduction. Creators may need to capture additional value from consumers who adapt their works, or they will produce less content than is socially desirable. Thus, the adaptation right may be necessary to set pricing properly, enabling consumers to obtain copies and authors to earn sufficient revenue.

\textsuperscript{150} See id. at 73 (“The profitability of second-degree price discrimination is limited because the sorting condition limits the mark-up that can be levied against the high valuation buyers.”).
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2. Analysis: Movie Rentals and Other Weaknesses

Justifying the derivative works right as necessary to enable price discrimination finds, at best, weak support in available data. Ultimately, this rationale’s power is an empirical question. As Professor Yochai Benkler notes, “whether price discrimination increases overall social welfare will depend on whether the gains from enhanced consumer access to the excludable aspects of the work will outweigh the social losses caused by elimination or reduction in free access to the previously nonexcludable aspects of the work.”158 This Article next considers data on each facet: access and production incentives.

a. Access

While price discrimination’s theoretical effects on access are uncertain, available data suggest it actually reduces access. In practice, sellers cannot match perfectly price to consumers’ willingness to pay and must divide the market into tranches by price. Market segments facing higher prices will have fewer customers and lower demand as some consumers are priced out of the market and others cut back consumption.159 Since arbitrage is not lawful (the adaptation right is generally assigned to a specific party and may not be re-assigned), customers cannot freely exchange copies in a way that is Pareto-efficient, reducing access.160 Price discrimination could thus diminish rather than expand access.

Empirical data on access in a system without the derivative works right is scarce because copyright law has included this entitlement statutorily since 1976161 and via court decisions (to varying degrees) since much earlier. However, data on access is available from an analogous right that confers power to price-discriminate: the rental right for movies.162

In the United States, copyright’s “first sale” doctrine allows lawful purchasers of copies, such as tapes or DVDs of motion pictures, to re-sell or rent them without permission from or payment to the copyright holder.163 This creates a lawful, profitable third-party rental market.164 It also produces two groups of purchasers: ordinary consumers, who only watch the film,
and rental outlets, who lend it to produce revenue. The income stream from rentals makes outlets willing to pay a higher price for a copy. When selling tapes or DVDs, movie studios face a choice: price for higher-value consumers (rental outlets such as Blockbuster Video) or lower-value consumers (individual viewers and families). Alternatively, they might attempt second-order price discrimination by shifting prices over time: higher initially to capture value from rental outlets, lower later to sell to ordinary consumers. (Note this strategy’s access cost for ordinary consumers: they must pay a higher purchase price, wait until the price drops, or content themselves with renting the film.)

The studios generally employ a mixed strategy. For VHS videotapes, studios bifurcate the market into movies likely to be purchased by ordinary consumers and those aimed at rental stores. Movie distributors adopted this model in the 1990s, selling videos targeted at the rental market for eighty to ninety dollars retail and those aimed at consumers for twenty dollars or less. Titles are divided by genre: children’s movies, classic films, and blockbusters targeted at teenagers are primarily consumer sales items and constitute roughly 10% of films; all other recent movies are primarily rentals, making up 90% of titles. The differentiating factor is whether consumers are likely to want to watch a film more than once; if so, they are more likely to purchase it. This pattern continues today, although market leader Blockbuster Video has moved to a revenue-sharing model for the rental market, paying roughly eight dollars per video and sharing thirty to 45% of rental income with the studios.

In the rental market, the studios practice second-order, temporal price discrimination: after five months, the period when a movie is most attractive to renters, retail prices drop to twenty to twenty-five dollars. (Consumer demand for these films is highest in months just after their release.) Thus, tape purchasers willing to wait five months can buy rental market films at roughly the same price as consumer market ones. Overall, studios use second-order price discrimination for most films distributed.
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Price discrimination in videocassette sales reduces access (as defined by purchase) to titles in the rental sale market but not in the consumer sale market. For rental market titles, consumers must either wait five months to obtain a lower price (incurring the cost of delayed consumption) or pay the higher price.\(^{176}\) Price discrimination lets studios target higher-value consumers, such as Blockbuster, but imposes the cost of delay or greater prices on ordinary consumers. This reduced access results from imperfect information: studios use time of purchase to sort higher-value from lower-value purchasers.

In contrast, consumer market titles have a near-constant purchase price.\(^{177}\) This price is roughly equal to what studios charge for rental market titles after the initial five-month period.\(^{178}\) This suggests that studios view this price as what ordinary consumers will pay and that they do not increase prices in the consumer title market to extract surplus from higher-value individual consumers. In short, studios engage in price discrimination for rental market titles, but not consumer market ones.

For DVDs, studios make no effort at price discrimination. They price copies for ordinary consumers, even though rental outlets have more DVD rentals than VHS ones.\(^{179}\) The difference in strategies leads to the bizarre result that studios initially release the same movie at wildly different prices by format. Professor Julie Mortimer notes, for example, that *The Green Mile* had a VHS release price of $107.95 and a DVD price of $24.95.\(^{180}\) Rental outlets do not pass on cost savings to consumers: DVD rentals are slightly more expensive than VHS ones, and there is no difference in rental fee within categories based on acquisition cost.\(^{181}\) Mortimer suggests this DVD strategy may be transient; her economic modeling indicates that as more consumers adopt DVD technology (by replacing VHS players), studios can increase both profits and consumer surplus by pricing copies as rental market titles.\(^{182}\) She argues consumers would also benefit from third-degree price discrimination in the DVD market.\(^{183}\) However, the studios have not yet heeded her call.

Imperfect price discrimination is possible for sales of movie DVDs and VHS tapes. Where implemented, it reduces access, at least temporarily, for ordinary consumers seeking to purchase copies. However, the access question is complicated by the rental option. If “access” refers to viewing, rather than owning, a movie, then access cost is unchanged over time and across
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genres. A movie’s rental price does not vary by category or date of release. The first sale doctrine, and the arbitrage it enables, effectively prevents studios from raising rental prices to capture higher-value consumers, and competition among video stores prevents rental outlets from doing so. Even with temporal price discrimination in videocassette sales, access costs via rental remain constant. This may reflect cross-subsidization between genres: rental stores charge a single price for videos rather than a lower price for cheaper, consumer market titles and a higher price for more expensive, rental market ones. If so, renters face slightly reduced access to consumer market titles in exchange for greater access to rental market titles. On net, this tradeoff likely benefits customers as there are far more movies in the latter category. Thus, some consumers may settle for renting a movie rather than owning it, or renting it initially followed by a purchase once the price drops, reducing price discrimination’s disadvantages.

Movie studios’ pricing decisions offer minimal support for the argument that price discrimination through copyright is needed to maintain or augment access. For DVDs, and VHS tapes targeted at ordinary consumers, studios charge a single purchase price, implying consumers do not face reduced access through pricing targeted at high-value purchasers. This conclusion is reinforced by the discounting strategy in the VHS market for rental titles: when studios shift to targeting ordinary consumers after five months, they lower prices to roughly the same level as initial prices in the consumer title segment. Thus, it is unlikely they charge a hidden premium for consumer titles.

Moreover, when studios practice price discrimination in the VHS tape market, ordinary consumers who want to purchase copies face reduced access based on increased price or the time delay before prices fall. In short, these results run counter to the rationale’s predictions: where studios choose not to charge different prices, consumers do not suffer reduced access; where they do, consumer access decreases. While the rental right is not precisely analogous to the adaptation right, and hence this analysis is not definitive, it is highly suggestive. Data from sales of motion pictures in videocassette and DVD formats undermines the contention that enabling price discrimination is necessary to prevent reduced consumer access.

b. Production

The second facet of the price discrimination rationale is that it prevents under-production by increasing revenue, and thus incentives, from creative works. This contention faces two objections. First, price discrimination
does not necessarily raise output; it may simply increase the seller’s prof-
its. 188 While price discrimination can bolster output in goods markets—
where additional production creates marginal cost—this is not true for in-
formation goods such as copyrighted works. 189 Second, this rationale con-
verts price discrimination into a method of increasing incentives. Hence,
this Article folds this part of analyzing the price discrimination rationale
into Subpart IV.D. on incentive-based justifications.

c. Shortcomings

Implementing price discrimination via the derivative works right gener-
ates four additional problems: timing, uncertain consumer surplus effects,
distorted output, and transaction costs.

First, timing challenges may mitigate access concerns by preventing
creators from pricing copies to target consumers who will produce deriva-
tives, rather than simply using copies normally. Most works with valuable
derivative markets have been successful in their primary ones. Star Wars
characters become desirable action figures because of the large customer
base that saw the movies. 190 Music artists sample Eminem, and movie pro-
ducers use his songs, because listeners recognize the lyrics and delivery
from his songs, not just because his compositions are attractive. 191 Pricing
copies for ordinary consumers, rather than derivative producers, is likely
vital initially—without success among ordinary consumers, there will be no
derivative markets. Accordingly, most creators have strong incentives not to
price for high-value consumers, thereby reducing access, if they seek to
develop secondary markets downstream. Even without the adaptation right,
creators are unlikely to raise prices to capture surplus from future adaptors
since doing so may harm their works’ chances for the popularity that drives
derivative consumption.

Second, access may be the wrong benchmark to measure price dis-
crimination’s effects. Consumer surplus may be more important. The impact
of differential pricing on total consumer surplus is ambiguous. The outcome
depends upon whether consumers who lose surplus in the shift to differenti-
ated pricing lose more than customers who can now purchase the work due
to decreased price gain. 192 Price discrimination could reduce wealth inequal-
ity, if benefited consumers are poor and harmed ones rich, or increase it
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under the opposite circumstances. Professor Julie Cohen argues it may be important to protect consumer surplus for high-valuation users since some obtain surplus from “transformative reuses that create additional social welfare benefits”—simply put, they generate positive externalities. Thus, even perfect price discrimination that increases access may be undesirable since surplus converted to monopoly profits is less than social welfare lost. Measuring access to a work, rather than value derived from it, may mislead.

Third, price discrimination may alter the works produced. For example, it may push movie directors to craft films amenable to merchandising, or for authors to simplify novels’ plots, easing screenplay adaptation. It may be tempting to shape *Batman* movies to sell toy Batmobiles rather than to attract theatergoers. Analogously, Professor Michael Meurer attacks geographic price discrimination for movies, believing that motion picture studios’ attempts to gain “international revenue [have] distorted the content of high budget American movies [whose] scripts are simplified to increase appeal to audiences speaking different languages.” Action movies translate more readily than smart comedic wordplay. Thus, even if the quantity of creative output increased, its quality could suffer.

Finally, price discrimination via the adaptation right has implementation and transaction costs. To create a derivative work, one must determine who owns the initial work’s copyright, contact that party, and negotiate a license. Similarly, the copyright owner must assess the prospective creator’s willingness to pay. As Benkler explains, implementation cost has an important drawback: it sets the minimum price at which the copyright holder will supply a license. This re-introduces the deadweight loss that price discrimination tries to eliminate: a consumer may value creating a derivative more than its production cost, but less than its implementation cost, and will not produce the work.

Overall, empirical data and theoretical arguments provide little support for enabling price discrimination as a justification for continuing the adaptation right.
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C. Exploiting Markets Efficiently

1. Theory: Digging Dry Wells

The third economic argument asserts that the derivative right is necessary to exploit a work’s markets efficiently. In this view, a single copyright owner best facilitates development of secondary works. If copyright holders can reap profits from all markets for a work, they will assign rights to those markets to maximize profits, enabling resources to move to their highest-value users. The rights holder will limit derivative production to avoid overtaxing demand (consumers may tire of creations that become ubiquitous), to prevent uses that harm the original market, and to prevent competition among derivatives that diminishes overall returns. Consolidating control “prevents problems such as congestive overexposure and wasteful forms of exploitation” and mitigates “congestion externalities.” For example, the movie studio Lucasfilm admitted it licensed too many products for Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, harming overall merchandising revenue. From this perspective, a monopolist best detects signals of consumer demand, allowing it to optimize development to meet demand. This rationale tends towards maximalism: it advocates broad copyright entitlements to “perfect[] markets for all potential uses of creative works for which there may be willing buyers.”

This rationale argues control over derivatives promotes efficient timing. With the adaptation right, authors need not delay releasing the initial work to enter derivative markets simultaneously. Without it, creators might delay distribution until they prepared derivatives and might attempt to enter all secondary markets at once to protect secondary revenues. Other derivative creators might free-ride on the initial author’s advertising and promotional efforts. Since timing or staging derivative works can affect
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overall revenue, having one entity hold rights to all adaptations enables better coordination, maximizing profits. It allows synchronized marketing, advertising, and merchandise release. Control also lets creators tailor output to match demand; absent this right, they might produce and stockpile large numbers of derivatives for consumers who never materialize. The exclusive right mitigates these timing risks, allowing creators to advertise before releasing a work and to select the optimum tradeoff in speed versus cost of production.

Similarly, without the right, authors might invest in protective measures to foil competing adaptations (such as digital rights management systems or technology to block camcorders from recording movies on television) and might require more restrictive contracts with consumers and distributors.

Moreover, if derivative authors did not need the initial creator’s permission, they could produce works that would limit her creative development. For example, authors might write new adventures for the Baudelaire children that would prevent Lemony Snicket from creating similar (possibly better) sequels.

Finally, control over derivatives may be necessary to prevent parasitic creations which reduce demand for the original or other adaptations. Concerns about parasitic derivatives led Disney to sue underground cartoonists who drew comics showing Mickey Mouse smuggling drugs. Disney worried the comics would harm Mickey’s squeaky-clean image of “innocent delightfulness,” decreasing demand for mouse-based products. This worry is particularly pertinent for translations; a bad or malicious translation that is first into a market could poison it. For example, the (official) Chinese translation of Hillary Clinton’s biography Living History omitted her criticism of that country’s human rights practices. Thus, the adaptation right can protect against uses that harm a work’s primary and secondary markets. (Works that diminish market demand through criticism or scorn are generally protected by the fair use doctrine.)
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similar to the protections trademark law affords against tarnishing well-known marks or brands.\textsuperscript{227}

The efficient market exploitation argument derives from Edmund Kitch’s scholarship on patents.\textsuperscript{228} Kitch argued the exclusive right to exploit all prospects for a patent was the most efficient option because, while information might not be depletable, resources to use it are.\textsuperscript{229} Every invention has an array of development opportunities, and multiple actors could develop any one of them.\textsuperscript{230} This could lead to wasteful duplication of effort from information problems. Kitch noted that firms evaluating prospects, or abandoning efforts to develop a given market, would likely not share their conclusions.\textsuperscript{231} Other parties might then invest wastefully in exploring these “dry wells.”\textsuperscript{232} A single rights holder would prevent duplication and coordinate information exchange.\textsuperscript{233}

Kitch focused on opportunities with uncertain economic prospects: he believed exclusive rights over information about such innovations promoted efficient investment in investigation.\textsuperscript{234} He lauded the patent system as “tend[ing] to assure efficient allocation of the resources among the prospects at an efficient rate and in an efficient amount . . . [and] information found by one entity is communicated to other firms at an efficient rate.”\textsuperscript{235} As with patents, exclusive rights over developing a copyrighted work’s prospects may permit the most efficient exploration of its potential markets.

2. Analysis: De-Regulation and Discovery

The efficient exploitation argument is both empirically and theoretically weak.

On empirical grounds, data from de-regulation of various industries undermines the position that a single decisionmaker best discovers and meets consumer demand.\textsuperscript{236} For example, the landline telephone market was long considered a natural monopoly where a single supplier would most effi-
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cienfly serve customers. However, after the break-up of the American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T) monopoly and the introduction of competition for long-distance service, telephone penetration (the percentage of households with a phone) increased, the price index for telephone service went up at merely half the rate of the overall consumer price index (CPI), and phone service quality improved. In a rough measure of innovation—the introduction of new services—productivity grew after competition was introduced, and both the share of revenue and employment devoted to research and development (which generates innovation) increased. Overall, introducing competition into telephone services created a “telecommunications sector [that] is more dynamic and innovative than it had been under the old monopoly.”

Data from the electrical industry paints a similar picture. One study finds that regulatory requirements to contract with “independent power suppliers, combined with competitive generation procurement programs in the late 1980s, helped to stimulate the technological innovation in” new generating technology. Bringing competition into the industry’s electricity generation segment played a vital role in decreasing its relatively high inefficiency and poor performance. As Professors Robert Merges and Richard Nelson note, firms are rarely perfect, profit-maximizing machines in exploiting potential market niches; the cost of inaction from employing monopoly control, rather than competition, may be significant.

These and similar empirical data call the efficient exploitation rationale into question. It also faces four theoretical problems.

First, duplication of effort in exploiting secondary markets, which this rationale views as undesirable, may be a necessary byproduct of speeding development and determining the most efficient supplier through competition. Competitive pressures can press producers to introduce products more rapidly than they would under a monopoly. In addition, suppliers may have different skill levels in meeting demand—one producer’s judgment that a market is unprofitable may not hold for another. American law tolerates duplicated (and even totally wasted) effort in contexts such as pat-
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ent races because competition spurs innovation. Redundant exploration of
derivative markets may be a necessary evil.

Second, competitive markets most effectively locate and aggregate in-
formation. A range of suppliers offering different, competing products gen-
erates greater information, through consumer demand, that can be assim-
ilated into prices and development efforts. A single supplier is unlikely to
discover, or correctly value, all potential derivative markets. As Professor
James Boyle notes, “the cybernetic, self-organizing rationality of markets
depends precisely on the distributed analytical processing power of market
participants who digest information and make choices accordingly.”
Professor Mark Lemley points out that Kitch’s prospect theory unrealistically
assumes perfect information held by market participants, rational behavior
by the participants, and zero transaction costs in using the information.
Markets are superior to monopolies in producing and using information.

Third, information asymmetry and bilateral monopoly barriers prevent
licensing from solving the problems of information discovery and innovation.
Licensee costs set a floor for negotiations: innovations worth less
than these costs will not be produced. Informational asymmetry interferes
with entrepreneurs who identify profitable opportunities and seek a license
from the copyright holder. The potential licensee must share information
about the prospect to begin negotiations, but doing so places her at consid-
erable risk. A canny copyright holder will engage in strategic behavior by
exploring the new prospect herself or by auctioning a license for it to other
parties. Other, previously unaware bidders may see even greater potential
and pay more to exploit the new prospect. This creates a bilateral monopoly
problem that undercuts licensing—similar to the difficulty of submitting a
script idea to a television network or movie studio for consideration.
Revealing the opportunity lets the other party appropriate it, likely without
compensation, but negotiations are impossible without sharing the informa-

246. Landes & Posner, supra note 11, at 300–02.
247. See generally Friedrich August Hayek, The Fatal Conceit: The Errors of Socialism
92–100 (W.W. Bartley, III ed., 1988); id. at 99 (“[T]he problem is not how to use given knowledge
available as a whole, but how to make it possible that knowledge which is not, and cannot be, made
available to any one mind, can yet be used, in its fragmentary and dispersed form, by many interacting
individuals.”); Merges & Nelson, supra note 243, at 873.
248. Id. at 873–74.
249. Boyle, supra note 80, at 2013.
250. Lemley, supra note 236, at 133.
251. See generally id. at 1048–61.
252. Id. at 1053–55. International licenses may cost up to 20% of the underlying total value in trans-
action costs. Id. at 1053–54.
253. See id. at 1053–55.
254. See id. at 1058–59.
255. See id.
256. See Tamar Lewin, When Does A Creative Idea Become Intellectual Property?, N.Y. Times,
Mar. 27, 1983, at B1; cf. Kitch, supra note 228, at 277–78 (discussing the bilateral monopoly problem
with trade secrets).
tion.\textsuperscript{257} This reduces licensing’s capacity to mitigate informational problems from copyright’s monopoly.

Fourth, the risk that copyright owners will inefficiently delay producing initial or derivative works unless they enjoy the adaptation right is either illusory or equally problematic under exclusivity. Many creators do not know whether their works will enjoy derivative markets; they are not even sure about demand for the original. They will not wait to release initial works as doing so delays earning primary market revenue. Waiting so as to produce derivatives incurs expenses that may never be recouped given uncertain demand.

Exclusivity can also cause delay. If some consumers prefer purchasing a derivative work rather than the original—seeing the book-based movie \textit{Running With Scissors} rather than reading the book—but will consume either one now rather than waiting for their preference to become available, copyright holders can maximize demand by delaying derivatives, selling the original now, and offering the more desirable adaptation later.\textsuperscript{258}

Thus, the argument for conferring an exclusive adaptation right to meet market demand efficiently suffers significant empirical and theoretical problems that undermine its strength. Ironically, the efficient exploitation argument, with its focus on market demand, is a “fundamentally anti-market” approach.\textsuperscript{259}

\section*{D. Creating Incentives}

\subsection*{1. Theory: Happy Meals and Other Rewards}

The best-known, strongest economic rationale for the derivative works right posits that it increases incentives to create works.\textsuperscript{260} Exclusivity over secondary markets can expand incentives in two ways: making expected returns larger and making them more certain.

First, offering more potential revenue sources via the right raises the expected return on a creator’s investment in a work. The opportunity to profit from motion picture screenplays and toys should make writing a novel more attractive. Armed with the adaptation right, Michael Crichton

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Kenneth J. Arrow, \textit{Economic Welfare and the Allocation of Resources for Invention}, in \textit{The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity: Economic and Social Factors} 609, 616 (Richard R. Nelson ed., 1962). This conundrum is commonly known as Arrow’s paradox of information. \textit{Id.}
\item See Sterk, \textit{supra} note 4, at 1216–17.
\item Lemley, \textit{supra} note 236 at 139.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
ears revenue not only from copies of the book *Jurassic Park*, but from licensing rights to create a movie, action figures, McDonald’s Happy Meals, a children’s novel version, and so forth.\(^{261}\)

When deciding whether to invest in producing a work, economically rational creators assess its expected financial return, including the value of potential derivative works. While authors may have difficulty estimating precisely the value of secondary markets, they can look to the average value of derivatives for that type of creation. Even a small return relative to expected primary market revenues may induce some to produce new expression.\(^{262}\) Moreover, people tend to overestimate their odds of financial success, particularly where the potential payoff is large.\(^{263}\)

The right also leads creators to produce works intended principally to enter derivative markets, such as, for example, a novel crafted to be attractive for a motion picture screenplay.\(^{264}\) Returns from the movie may exceed book revenues.\(^{265}\) The novel serves to advertise its plot and characters to the movie industry and to test consumer appeal.

Second, derivative markets can make investment in a work less risky—they act as insurance for creators.\(^{266}\) Adaptations can provide revenue to offset a lack of success in the primary market. Creators can hedge their bets: if a work fares poorly in its initial form, it may succeed in another.\(^{267}\) While Rex Pickett’s novel *Sideways* initially sold poorly, the motion picture studio Fox Searchlight “optioned” it as a screenplay, and the resulting film earned over $70 million in box office revenues.\(^{268}\) Secondary market returns can make the difference between profitability and loss. The derivative works right protects creators against producing their opus in the wrong form, and promotes development of works that may have large total value earned from multiple markets, any one of which would not be sufficient to cover production costs. The right diversifies a creator’s investment in her work, reducing its financial risk.

---


\(^{262}\) See LANDES & POSNER, *supra* note 11, at 110,


\(^{264}\) LANDES & POSNER, *supra* note 11, at 110.

\(^{265}\) See O’Hare, *supra* note 98, at 413.

\(^{266}\) See generally Demsetz, *supra* note 210, at 6–9.

\(^{267}\) Some motion pictures, for example, fare poorly when distributed in theaters but sell well when packaged with additional content and distributed as Digital Video Discs (DVDs). The film *Office Space* barely recouped production costs during its in-theater run but earned four times those costs as a DVD. Sharon Waxman, *Swelling Demand For Disks Alters Hollywood’s Arithmetic*, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 20, 2004, at E1.

Derivatives can also lead larger entities, such as record labels and book publishers, to assume risk on the creator’s behalf.\textsuperscript{269} By transferring the uncertain value of the adaptation right, the creator can gain a smaller but more certain payment, reducing her risk.\textsuperscript{270} These companies balance risk through pooling and cross-subsidization, purchasing many works and redistributing revenue from successful ones to compensate authors whose projects are not hits.\textsuperscript{271} In essence, these entities license rights to create a diversified portfolio of works.\textsuperscript{272} This transfer benefits consumers. Even works that lose money expand the range of expressive options available, and consumers in small niche markets may place high value on them.\textsuperscript{273} Risk-spreading appears particularly important for some copyright markets. The recording industry, for example, claims that fewer than 10\% of albums earn profits, and these few hits must, therefore, subsidize the other 90\%.\textsuperscript{274} For every Britney Spears, there are many Carly Hennessys (whose album cost $2.2 million to promote, but sold merely 378 copies in its first three months of release).\textsuperscript{275}

In exchange for a share or all of a work’s profits, the insuring entities generally pay creators a flat amount plus, in some cases, royalties.\textsuperscript{276} Authors trade the (small) possibility their work will be a hit for protection against the risk it will flop. The derivative works right can benefit creators by reducing risk and consumers by improving access—making hits “bigger” with secondary revenue funds other works, enabling them to reach the market.\textsuperscript{277} With the larger earnings pool from multiple markets, these quasi-insurers can charge lower rates, insure more works, or share more revenue—all effects that benefit authors and encourage production, particularly if creators are risk-averse.

Thus, the derivative works right could encourage production of new expression by increasing revenues and reducing creators’ risk of commercial failure.

\textsuperscript{269} See generally Fisher, supra note 40, at 38–81; Greco, supra note 261, at 155 (listing sample contract provisions transferring derivative rights from author to publisher with revenue split evenly).


\textsuperscript{271} See Landes & Posner, supra note 11, at 38; Kozinski & Newman, supra note 2, at 525.

\textsuperscript{272} Another way to view this possibility is to treat artists as investors in a mutual fund that is similar to a joint venture—each artist contributes “stock” in the form of her work and shares in the aggregate returns. This reduces risk by averaging returns. Cf. Arthur Snow & Richard Watt, Risk Sharing and the Distribution of Copyright Collective Income, in Developments in the Economics of Copyright 23, 32 (Lisa N. Takeyama, Wendy J. Gordon & Ruth Towse eds., 2005).

\textsuperscript{273} See Landes & Posner, supra note 11, at 56.


\textsuperscript{275} Lasica, supra note 38, at 218.

\textsuperscript{276} See, e.g., Greco, supra note 261, at 148–57 (discussing compensation arrangements between publishers and authors); cf. Polsinsky, supra note 79, at 53–55 (using example of law firm assuming risk of pursuing lawsuits from young lawyers by employing them as associates at set salaries and keeping gains or losses from the cases).

\textsuperscript{277} See Greco, supra note 261, at 151 (stating subsidiary rights can be an “important source of additional revenue to the [publishing] house and the author”).
2. Analysis: Lottery Tickets and Low Elasticity of Supply

The incentives argument has mixed theoretical and empirical support at best.

a. Theoretical Objections

Increasing incentives to produce new expression has important theoretical drawbacks. First, greater incentives generate rent-seeking behaviour. Increased rewards may exceed the resulting new works’ social value, particularly where there are good substitutes. Thus, new expression may redistribute existing utility rather than creating added value.\textsuperscript{278}

Second, employing the adaptation right to increase incentives creates additional problems. While it can spur production of initial works, it also depresses creation of derivatives by increasing their cost since secondary authors must pay for a license.\textsuperscript{279} (Copyright’s fair use doctrine protects parody, but not satire, from infringement liability.)\textsuperscript{280} This harm is likely important since most expression builds on prior output.\textsuperscript{281} Later authors must charge more to recoup this cost. The right therefore increases deadweight loss, decreases consumption, and discourages output of secondary works.

The right particularly depresses production of certain derivatives, such as satire.\textsuperscript{282} Copyright holders may forgo licensing revenue from such works for two reasons. First, satires and other critical works can decrease demand for the original offering by making it look silly or exposing its flaws.\textsuperscript{283} Would Margaret Mitchell have authorized \textit{The Wind Done Gone}\textsuperscript{284}? Unlikely. Second, creators may perceive such uses as a slight, regardless of potential remuneration.\textsuperscript{285} While fair use mitigates this problem, the defense does not encompass satire, and its case-by-case nature creates uncertainty and potentially significant litigation costs.\textsuperscript{286} Similarly, the right discourages creating works near the borderline of infringement, such as those treating similar themes or building on related public domain works. Creators may

\textsuperscript{278}. \textsc{See} Meurer, \textit{supra} note 135, at 97.

\textsuperscript{279}. \textsc{See} Landes \& Posner, \textit{supra} note 11, at 58–60 (citing examples from Shakespeare, T.S. Eliot, and Kafka); \textit{id.} at 67–68 (citing as additional examples works by Thomas Mann, Brahms, and Manet).

\textsuperscript{280}. \textsc{See} Dr. Seuss Enters. v. Penguin Books USA, Inc., 109 F.3d 1394, 1400-01 (9th Cir. 1997) (distinguishing parody from satire).

\textsuperscript{281}. \textsc{See}, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{id.} at 52; Fisher, \textit{supra} note 51, at 1729–30.


\textsuperscript{283}. \textsc{See} id. at 591–92.

\textsuperscript{284}. \textsc{See} SunTrust Bank v. Houghton Mifflin Co., 268 F.3d 1257, 1275 (11th Cir. 2001) (holding \textit{The Wind Done Gone}, a parody of \textit{Gone with the Wind}, was probably entitled to fair use protection).

\textsuperscript{285}. \textsc{See} Campbell, 510 U.S. at 592.

\textsuperscript{286}. \textsc{See}, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{id.}, 510 U.S. at 581 (stating that “satire can stand on its own two feet and so requires justification for the very act of borrowing”); Dr. Seuss Enters. v. Penguin Books USA, 109 F.3d 1394, 1400-01 (9th Cir. 1997) (noting that since the accused work did not target the copyrighted work for ridicule but instead mocked a famous murder case, the parody fair use exception was unavailing).
Finally, authors may alter their products in undesirable ways based on derivative revenues. For example, Meurer argues movie quality suffers because of the right. 288 Extra profits obtained from derivatives are often invested in famous actresses and actors, or special effects, rather than increasing access with lower ticket prices or producing more films. 289 Merchandising incentives may distort plot and characters, leading studios to craft films for toy purchasers, not moviegoers. 290 Derivative revenues may thus reduce product quality without augmenting access or production.

The adaptation right’s value in expanding production incentives must be evaluated in light of these concerns.

b. Empirical Analysis

Because derivative revenues are generally small relative to primary market ones, and uncertain in any case, the adaptation right functions poorly in boosting production incentives.

One initial, insoluble problem is determining and implementing the desired level of incentives, which varies with the type of work, with time and technological change, and with the amount of creative output sought. 291 Given this challenge, analysis of the derivative right’s effects on incentives necessitates considering the size, distribution, and effect on creators of the revenues it generates.

The size of derivative work revenues varies with a work’s type and genre. Science fiction novels offer stronger secondary market prospects than sculpture, and action movies provide better merchandising opportunities for toys than romantic comedies. 292 Empirical data on these revenues is difficult to obtain, particularly since copyright holders such as motion picture studios deliberately obfuscate revenue sources. 293 Available data suggest, though, that derivative revenues are small relative to primary market revenues for many works. 294

Printed books have relatively small secondary revenues, at least for publishers, and likely for authors as well. Sunk costs dominate book production: a novel’s major costs flow from creating its expression while reproduc-
tion costs are relatively small.295 The printed book trade tries to locate and hype successful stories since profit margins on additional copies sold are high.296 A publisher’s “back list” of existing titles provides most of the company’s revenue and profits.297 However, derivative work revenues are low. In 2002, American book publishers earned $27.2 billion dollars in revenues.298 Of that total, $22.4 billion came from printed book sales while only $274 million—or 1%—came from the sale or licensing of rights to content.299

This may be offset by secondary licensing by authors. Authors generally retain derivative works’ rights.300 A guide to copyright law for authors admonishes that the “author should not routinely grant subsidiary rights to the publisher.”301 Data on the size of secondary revenue for authors is not generally available, but (as discussed below), the relatively minimal prospect of such gains effectively makes derivative markets into a lottery ticket, even if the payoff is sizeable.

The motion picture business also enjoys surprisingly small derivative revenues. Commentators generally view movies as utterly dependent upon broad copyright entitlements for survival; economists Stan Liebowitz and Stephen Margolis state that “Movies, among other derivative works, are large, risky investments that would be made more risky in the absence of the exclusivity that copyright law provides.”302 Meurer advocates enabling price discrimination for movies because “such works might need the strong productive incentives created by the high profit” from it.303 Films’ high costs require substantial revenue to break even: a motion picture “greenlighted” (approved for production) by a major studio entailed a commitment of $130 million in financing in 2003.304 Movies seem to face the greatest risk from diminishment of secondary market revenues. Without the ability to license action figures, could Lucasfilm produce Star Wars?305 Yet derivative revenues are comparatively small for movies. In 2004, the major American motion picture studios earned $46 billion in recorded...
revenues ($7.4 billion from world box office receipts, $20.9 billion from video sales worldwide, and $17.7 billion from licensing films to television networks). Total revenue from licensing entertainment, television, and movie characters for merchandise, by contrast, was only $2.56 billion that year. (Merchandise licensing for art, at $170 million, and music, at $122 million, paled in comparison.) Thus, even including entertainment and television characters in the calculation, revenues for derivative works in the form of merchandise comprised at most 5.5% of movie revenues. Studios earn the majority of revenues and profits from licensing movies for viewing on television and from DVD sales; the DVD in particular has added new value to studios’ existing “libraries” of content.

Since derivative revenues are small overall for motion pictures, their effect on output would be important only if production were highly responsive to changes in revenue. For movies, this does not appear to be the case.

In contrast, derivative revenues may be important for production in other industries, particularly specialized ones such as comic books. Marvel Enterprises, which distributes titles such as Spiderman, doubled its licensing revenue from adapted works such as films, toys, and video games every year from 2000 ($19 million) through 2003 ($189 million). In 2002 and 2003, Marvel obtained only 21% of net sales from publishing comics; the remainder accrued from licensing (for motion pictures, games, etc.) and from toy sales. Marvel’s licensing division generally retains at least 50% of merchandising revenue related to sales from motion pictures starring its characters. Derivatives matter to Marvel.

Marvel plays a significant role in the comic book industry, particularly since the comics market is contracting. In April 1993, publishers shipped 45 million comics each month; today, they release only 5.8 to 6.6 million. Marvel holds 41% market share. The company produces 60 comic book titles monthly and has a library of 4700 characters. Changing the deriva-
tives entitlement in a way that reduces revenues might have large implications for comic books.

It is unclear, though, how responsive Marvel’s output is to changes in revenue or profit. Marvel concentrates its funding of comic strip creators on a small set of highly sought artists; it “generally hires writers and artists on a freelance basis but has exclusive employment contracts with certain key writers and artists.”\(^{318}\) The company thus recruits creators who produce popular strips and rewards top artists with exclusive deals. It is not certain whether reduced derivative revenues would shrink the size of exclusive contracts or diminish the number of freelancers hired, particularly in a declining market segment. Comic books, though, could suffer without the adaptation right.

Other industries may have derivative revenues impervious to changes in copyright law. Consider computer software. Instead of employing copyright to control derivative works, most programs specify permissible adaptation via end user license agreements (EULAs).\(^{319}\) To install or run the software, users must accept these contracts’ terms.\(^{320}\) EULAs can re-allocate or even override copyright’s entitlements;\(^{321}\) they frequently prohibit users from “reverse-engineering” the software,\(^{322}\) even though this activity is generally ruled fair use and thus immunized from copyright liability.\(^{323}\) Software vendors can implement controls more restrictive than copyright law over their products, rendering them less vulnerable to relevant copyright changes. Removing the adaptation right would likely not affect software programming.

Moreover, some software voluntarily forgoes control over derivative works. Most “open source” software (OSS) permits users to adapt its code without charge, provided they make their derivatives available under the same terms.\(^{324}\) OSS operates as a model for a regime with quite limited derivative rights. Despite this lack of control, OSS enjoys considerable commercial success. For example, as of October 2007, the open source Apache Web server has over 47% market share, while its nearest competitor, Micro-

\(^{318}\) See Marvel Enters., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 13 (Mar. 9, 2004).

\(^{319}\) See, e.g., MICROSOFT CORP., MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP HOME EDITION (RETAIL) END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE (June 1, 2004), available at http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/home/eula.mspx [hereinafter MICROSOFT AGREEMENT].

\(^{320}\) Id.

\(^{321}\) See Bowers v. Baystate Techs., Inc., 320 F.3d 1317, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (holding copyright law does not pre-empt contractual agreements and upholding software license prohibiting reverse engineering).

\(^{322}\) See, e.g., MICROSOFT AGREEMENT § 4 (prohibiting reverse-engineering unless applicable law expressly permits it).

\(^{323}\) See, e.g., Sega Enters. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510, 1514 (9th Cir. 1992) (holding that reverse engineering is a fair use when there is a legitimate need to understand the workings of the device); Atari Games Corp. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 975 F.2d 832, 843–44 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (stating “Reverse engineering . . . is a fair use” and explaining the activity).

soft IIS, has 10% less (37%). The Firefox Web browser, introduced in fall 2004, attracted 10.5% market share by November 2006, with a growth rate of 1% every six months. Relinquishing control over derivatives does not necessarily doom production or commercial success.

Beyond the magnitude of revenues for creative industries, their distribution tends to be highly skewed; a small minority of works garners most revenues. Few works enjoy substantial derivative markets—most novels are not optioned as screenplays, and most photographs are not included in wall calendars. This effect is often described as the “long tail,” with a few highly successful works and a long list of creations that earn little or no secondary revenue. For example, merchandise revenues are concentrated in highly successful, low-risk options. Since films have a relatively short shelf life, retailers prefer “time-tested” hits such as Superman and The Godfather. The first five Star Wars films earned $3.4 billion in worldwide box office revenues—and $9 billion from derivatives such as action figures and video games. Revenue in secondary markets tends to make hits bigger, rather than increasing returns for all works. Derivative revenues function like a lottery ticket—an unlikely chance at a large gain.

Given the relatively small derivative revenues in many copyright industries, and their concentration in a few “hits,” creators’ response to the potential of secondary markets depends upon their elasticity of supply, and their preference for risk.

If indeed the adaptation right offers relatively low pecuniary benefit—especially on average—the supply of creative expression must be highly responsive to revenue changes for the right to affect production incentives. Economists Stan Liebowitz and Stephen Margolis note that even a minor

328. See EPSTEIN, supra note 179, at 227 (stating merchandisers only pick films that have proved successful); SHONE, supra note 190, at 289–90 (noting merchandising is limited to highly successful films and that merchandisers are risk-averse).
330. See EPSTEIN, supra note 179, at 227 (noting toy manufacturers are highly selective, and only license characters after a film is successful); Deborah Yu, Sales of Spinoff Products Often Reflect a Film’s Success, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Sept. 9, 1993, at 1W, available at 1993 WLNR 4875869.
331. Lieberman, supra note 292.
revenue change (such as from derivative works) could have significant effects on supply of creative effort—for example, a small decrease in earnings from her novels might force an author to take an additional job that would restrict her writing time. Authors generally earn little from writing. In a survey of 637 members of the Authors Guild and Dramatists Guild in 1993, 24% of respondents earned nothing from their writing in the first half of that year, and 16% earned less than $1000. (9%, by contrast, earned more than $50,000.) Since many creators enjoy their work, though, their response to changes in those earnings is muted. A survey of 1000 painters, for example, found that 70% had rejected financially lucrative work they did not deem artistically interesting. Similarly, economists Felix Oberholzer-Gee and Koleman Strumpf note that the “financial incentives for creating recorded music are quite weak”—few artists make money from their creative labors, yet music production continues unabated.

Even in the movie industry, with its high production costs and uncertainty about consumer demand, supply does not change much with increasing or decreasing revenues. The number of motion pictures released remained relatively constant over the last twenty-five years even as revenues fluctuated greatly. Harold Vogel’s classic compendium *Entertainment Industry Economics* provides data on movies released, studio revenues, and studio profits from 1973 through 1993. These data cover films released by the major American motion picture studios, which account for nearly all movies released in the United States. To analyze elasticity of supply, I examined the total number of released films rated by the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), total studio revenues, and studio operating income. (Virtually all films released and shown in theatres are rated by the MPAA; few theatres will show an unrated film.) To control for inflation, and to compare revenues and operating income over time in constant dollars, I adjusted revenue and operating income data to 1999 dollars.

335. Id.
338. See Vogel, supra note 126, at 50, 54–55.
339. See id.
at purchasing power parity based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index.\textsuperscript{342}

Next, with statistical assistance, I calculated changes in revenue (at 1, 2, and 3-year intervals), operating income (at 1, 2, and 3-year intervals), and number of released films rated (at 1-year interval). I then calculated Pearson Correlation Coefficients for the change in the number of films released in a given year and the other six variables.\textsuperscript{343} (Pearson Correlation Coefficients measure the correlation between two variables in terms of $\rho$ (rho); traditionally, and for the purposes of this analysis, a correlation is statistically significant if the P value of the $\rho$ for the variables is less than 0.05 (5%).)\textsuperscript{344}

To illustrate, for 1980, I measured the change in studio revenue from 1979 to 1980, 1978 to 1979, and 1977 to 1978; the change in movie studio operating income for those three time periods; and the change in number of films rated and released from 1979 to 1980. Then, I tested whether the change in number of films from 1979 to 1980 correlated significantly with revenue or operating income changes from any of those three-year periods. (I did this to test whether there might be a delay in the effect of a change in either profits or revenues on films released and rated—for example, a film’s production cycle might extend beyond one year, or studios might make decisions regarding production levels more than a year in advance).

Strikingly, none of the correlations for these variables was significant. In fact, the relationship between any of the variables measuring change in revenue or operating income, and the change in films variable, was far from significant in each instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Correlated With Change in Number of Films)</td>
<td>(&lt;0.05 significant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Revenues</td>
<td>0.4963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Operating Income</td>
<td>0.3768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Revenues (2-year)</td>
<td>0.8216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Operating Income (2-year)</td>
<td>0.7772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Revenues (3-year)</td>
<td>0.6079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Operating Income (3-year)</td>
<td>0.6215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{343} I thank Kara Zivin, Ph.D., for statistical expertise and support.

\textsuperscript{344} TIMOTHY C. URDAN, STATISTICS IN PLAIN ENGLISH 81–83 (2d ed. 2005).
Figure 1—Correlation of Changes in Studio Revenue and Operating Income with Changes in Films Rated and Released.345

While these data are somewhat crude, they are the best available publicly for movies, and this analysis strongly suggests that supply of movies is not significantly associated with changes in revenue or operating income earned by movie studios.346 In short, movie studios do not change the number of films they release when their revenues or profits change—they neither expand production in flush periods nor contract it during hard times. This occurs partly because studios hedge the risks of producing, distributing, and marketing films by sharing expenses and revenues with outside partners.347

Finally, creators’ risk preferences affect the adaptation right’s operation in creating incentives to produce new expression. Authors generally struggle to assess accurately how their works will fare in the market and whether they will enjoy any secondary market demand at all.348 In the movie business, for example, decision-makers—actors, directors, and studios—have consistently proved unable to predict accurately audience demand.349 Book publishers face wildly uneven sales patterns due to their inability to forecast demand for the books they distribute; in response to this high level of uncertainty and financial risk, booksellers insist that they be able to return unsold copies for full credit.350 Errors in prediction are significant for books—from 1984 to 1989, sellers returned 23.87% of all books published, with a value of $7.88 billion.351 Even book “marketers know very little about book purchasing patterns,” generating persistent risk.352

Most creations similarly face high uncertainty in whether they will be one of the few works with a market for derivative creations.353 (Although sequels typically have more certain secondary markets—later Indiana Jones...
movies were safe bets for merchandise—the adaptation right’s incentive effects are largely superfluous; a sequel usually enjoys sufficient potential primary market demand to cause its production.) 354 Uncertainty increases creators’ financial risk; if they are risk-averse, uncertainty reduces the potential incentive from derivative market revenue. 355 For risk-averse creators, the unpredictability of remuneration from derivative works reduces the right’s value in burnishing incentives.

In contrast, high uncertainty and a possible large financial windfall can increase incentives for risk-preferring creators. For them, the right acts like a lottery ticket, spurring output. 356 Congress seems implicitly to believe creators like lottery tickets, as the Copyright Act permits an author to terminate a copyright assignment after thirty-five years. 357 This reduces what an intermediary, such as a publisher, will pay for that assignment, since it lasts only thirty-five years instead of the full copyright term, but permits authors to recoup significant profits if the work assigned turns out to be highly valuable. 358 Incentives for risk-preferring authors are affected more by the potential derivative payoff’s size than its likelihood. However, since derivative revenues and primary market revenues are strongly correlated, 359 creators who win the adaptation lottery have likely already won in the initial market as well. Decreasing their derivative payout therefore may not alter output much, particularly when creators have significant non-pecuniary reasons to produce expression.

The limited empirical data available suggests that the value of the derivative works right in augmenting incentives by increasing financial returns to copyright holders is greatly overstated. 360 The right, though, could increase incentives by making financial benefits more certain for creators. 361 Control over secondary markets could reduce risk by diversifying a creator’s investment. Even if a work languishes in its initial market, it may enjoy demand in secondary ones. There is anecdotal evidence to support this theory. Writer Philip K. Dick sold the movie rights to his unsuccessful novel, *Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep*, for $2,500 in 1977; the subsequent, classic film *Blade Runner* earned over $34 million in box office revenues. 362 Small as this derivative revenue was for

354. See, e.g., Epstein, supra note 179, at 142 (noting that franchise films, such as the *James Bond* series, have consistent results).

355. Risk aversion effectively increases creators’ discount rate for future revenues.

356. See Lemley, supra note 327 at 1103 (discussing the lottery effect and suggesting it may distort economic behavior).


358. See Sterk, supra note 4, at 1217–20 (stating this feature reduces incentives to risk-neutral or risk-averse authors).

359. See Epstein, supra note 179, at 227 (stating merchandisers only pick films that have proved successful).
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361. As discussed, this would boost incentives for risk-averse authors but decrease them for risk-preferring ones.

Dick, it made “the difference between a good year and a bad year” financially for him.  

Second, creators can transact with a larger entity that functions like an insurance company. These insurers spread risk, both across copyrighted works and across those works’ various markets.

On first inspection, the risk reduction justification looks compelling. For many types of expression, the risk that a given work will not recover its costs is high. Motion pictures, books, and sound recordings are particularly risky. Roughly 70% of movies lose money at the theater box office.365 Movies fall generally into two categories: a few large successes (such as the Star Wars films) that generate considerable box office revenues, and most films, which break even or worse.366 (Revenues and profitability can be difficult to gauge for movies, however, as studios often use creative accounting techniques for strategic reasons, such as to reduce payouts based on profits.)367 Thus, Hollywood established the concept of a “tent-pole movie”—one with sufficient success to cover financially less-fortunate films.368

Similarly, for books, only 2% of the over 1.2 million titles sold in 2004 had more than 5000 copies purchased.369 Jason Epstein, longtime editorial director for publisher Random House, calls book publishing a “high-risk, low-margin business”, adding that books by anyone other than a famous author suffer “fragmented, idiosyncratic, and unpredictable” sales.370 In 1994, five authors (John Grisham, Tom Clancy, Danielle Steel, Michael Crichton, and Stephen King) accounted for 11.5 million copies out of 15.77 million fiction books sold.371 This pattern is becoming more pronounced. From 1986 to 1996, the portion of all books sold made up by the top thirty best-selling titles almost doubled.372 In the same period, 63 of the top 100 best-selling books were written by only six authors.373 Generally, only books with wide print sales obtain derivative opportunities, although there are unusual exceptions such as Dick’s Androids novel.374
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Record labels lose money on most albums but survive because only 10% of releases need earn a profit to offset these losses (successful albums are enormously profitable) and because production costs are small relative to marketing and distribution expenses, which can be minimized for slow-selling discs.\textsuperscript{375} In addition, labels retain most revenue from the primary market of album sales (for example, as CDs); artists capture less than 5% of the roughly $11 billion in annual CD sales.\textsuperscript{376} The \textit{New York Times} noted that only 5% of Sony’s musical artists are financially successful; it is expensive to market these artists, but their revenues offset “the failures of all those other bands.”\textsuperscript{377}

These risks are difficult to reduce using conventional methods. Predicting whether a given work will succeed or fail has proven nearly impossible for most industries. Despite the efforts of talent scouts (such as artist and repertoire, or “A&R,” specialists), record labels have not been able accurately to predict what music will prove popular. Examples abound: author J.D. Lasica cites Carly Hennessy, whom MCA Records spent $2.2 million to promote and whose debut album sold 378 copies in its first three months of release in 2001.\textsuperscript{378} In 2000, singer Courtney Love cited statistics that of the 32,000 albums released each year, only 250 sell more than 10,000 copies, and less than 30 sell over a million.\textsuperscript{379} As noted earlier, movie studios, directors, and moguls are no better at assessing what audiences will want to watch, nor are book publishers able to judge consistently which books will sell.\textsuperscript{380}

While the need to reduce creative works’ financial risk is significant, the adaptation right performs poorly at best in doing so. First, for most works, success in derivative markets is strongly correlated with success in primary ones.\textsuperscript{381} Products unpopular with consumers initially are unlikely to be chosen as starter material for derivative works. This is particularly true for derivatives such as merchandise.\textsuperscript{382} Second, insurance through the adaptation right is only available to certain creators. Some genres of expression, such as architectural works, are unlikely to enjoy secondary markets at all. Finally, for most authors, the derivative works right provides little if any risk reduction. Few works find secondary markets, and so few creators

\textsuperscript{375} Vogel, supra note 126, at 163.
\textsuperscript{376} Lasica, supra note 38, at 193. On the other hand, artists receive roughly 12% of revenues from on-line song sales and 35%-40% of concert revenues. \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{378} Lasica, supra note 38, at 218.
\textsuperscript{380} See Lasica, supra note 37, at 217–18; see also Greco, supra note 234, at 211–12.
\textsuperscript{381} See Shone, supra note 190, at 290 (noting that merchandising opportunities depend on a movie’s success and that merchandisers are risk-averse).
\textsuperscript{382} See Lieberman, supra note 292.
benefit from risk spreading. The right reduces financial uncertainty only marginally and is consequently of little value as insurance.

Similarly, the role of publishers and distributors as insurers is theoretically appealing but practically limited. Risk transfer from creators, who are likely more risk-averse than large corporations, to aggregators occurs only in some industries. For example, a music composer generally assigns all copyright entitlements in her composition to a music publishing company (record label), in exchange for a share of the resulting song’s revenues, a small initial payment, and a contractual promise to obtain a commercial recording and to promote it.\(^{383}\) Similarly, copyright in a motion picture is generally assigned to a studio for financing to produce and market the movie, and for either flat compensation or a slice of revenues.\(^{384}\) In contrast, a book’s author typically assigns only the rights to reproduce and distribute it, retaining derivative rights for his or her self.\(^{385}\) Thus, the insurer rationale is only plausible for genres in which the necessary transfer of rights occurs.

These theoretical shortfalls have empirical support. Consider the music industry. Record labels claim to reduce artists’ risk by purchasing their copyrights, with uncertain value, for a more certain set payment and potential royalties. In fact, though, labels effectively transfer risk back to the artist by treating advance payments for recordings as loans. Thus, most performers do not earn a profit from their albums—even highly successful artists may not receive royalties.\(^{386}\) (In addition, the labels employ suspect accounting—the Dixie Chicks’ manager claimed that “in 99.99% of the audits [of a record label’s accounting for an album], the labels are found to have underpaid the artist.”)\(^{387}\)

Accordingly, “even if an artist were to recoup record company advances for marketing and production, the artist may still end up owing money to the producer.”\(^{388}\) Since labels deduct most expenses from advances, and do not pay royalties until an album has sold a large number of copies, copyright allocation in the music industry works more like a bank than an insurance company: payments to artists are, in reality, loans.\(^{389}\) Although copyright transfer, including the adaptation right, could reduce artists’ risk exposure, the labels ensure it does not. To summarize: very few recording artists profit
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from album sales, even when those sales earn large profits for the record label, and artists must fund most costs of creating, producing, and distributing albums from their royalties. For the recording industry, the insurance rationale is weak and perhaps dishonest: record labels claim to spread risk, but transfer much of that risk back to the putatively insured artist.

The derivative works right’s role in augmenting incentives to produce creative expression is questionable at best. The rarity and uncertainty of secondary revenues, along with the behavior of potential risk-reducing intermediaries, demonstrates the weakness of this widely accepted economic argument.

V. ELIMINATING THE DERIVATIVE WORKS RIGHT

If the economic case for the derivative works right is weak at best, and creative output would be cheaper and more diverse without it, the right should be eliminated from the default set of copyright’s entitlements. For industries where empirical data demonstrate the right’s benefits outweigh its costs, Congress should retain the right, but such instances are likely rare. This Part evaluates this change’s benefits, describes how to implement reform, examines practical challenges to reform, explores how copyright law would need to shift without the adaptation right, and assesses how this change would affect several key creative markets.

Abolishing the derivative works right would produce at least four key benefits. First, costs of producing derivative works would fall. Their creators would no longer incur the expense of obtaining a license. This reduction, and the legalization of adapting expression, should spur output of derivatives.

Second, the change would increase derivatives’ diversity. Lower costs make additional, marginal market niches economically feasible. A derivative targeted at a limited audience could be unprofitable when production requires paying monopoly rent to a copyright owner, but financially viable without that expense. Artists also become free to use information about such opportunities. Anyone who learns about localized consumer tastes and preferences can move immediately to satisfy them. The change encourages arbitrage: creators who perceive demand for a derivative can meet it, without worrying about bargaining problems or infringement liability. An expanded range of derivative works is socially valuable. Consumers with unusual tastes are more likely to find attractive works—or to create them. A rich, flourishing culture has positive externalities that benefit society.

Third, creators obtain real, though unquantifiable, utility from a legal system that permits them to interact lawfully with attractive initial expres-
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390. *Id.* (noting to recoup an advance and earn royalties on album sales, artists must generally sell “one album for every dollar spent on production and marketing”).
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sion. Authors enjoy creating and transforming works, regardless of whether the result is commercially viable. Many engage in art as a hobby, without expectation of compensation. Fan fiction’s fanfic popularity demonstrates the magnitude of this benefit. One *Harry Potter* fanfic Web site boasts over 44,000 stories from more than 21,000 authors.\footnote{393} Fanfic’s proliferation proves its value—creators invest time and effort to produce expression they cannot sell. Moreover, producing derivative works can refine and improve an author’s talent. J.D. Lasica argues most artists begin as imitators—mimicking Martin Scorsese’s moviemaking style, for example—while developing their own style and “voice.”\footnote{394} Popular works can be potent building blocks as creators learn how to generate desirable expression.

Finally, there is particular value in enabling creators to interact with recently-created expression. Audiences understand and relate to recent works; as creative endeavors age, their depictions, cultural attitudes, and humor become dated and less interesting.\footnote{395} If a work relies on contemporaneous events—as *All the President’s Men* depended on Watergate, and *Wall Street* did on the mergers and acquisitions mania of the 1980s—age may reduce greatly its value in secondary markets. Removing the adaptation right gives creators access to the most attractive, lucrative expression for transformation.

Merely removing the derivative works right from the Copyright Act requires a straightforward change. Congress would pass legislation deleting the statutory text granting copyright holders exclusive rights over derivatives.\footnote{396} One issue is whether this change would be prospective, applying only to future copyrights, or retrospective, removing control over adaptation from existing copyrights. Economically, retrospective application would be optimal for three reasons. Existing copyrights already impose costs in reduced production that should be eliminated. Production incentives would be unaffected since the material already exists, and creators will already know that the right will not be available in the future. Thus, retroactive effects come at no additional cost. Finally, if existing works should benefit from increased copyright entitlements when an economic calculus supports expanded rights, as proponents of extending copyright’s duration argued, decreases should similarly be imposed when such justification falters.\footnote{397}

Though retroactive application is appealing, there are solid practical arguments against it. Copyright holders might have a viable claim that this alteration constitutes a “taking” of their property under the Fifth Amend-
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Retroactive alteration might also be highly disruptive; parties with longer-term contracts licensing derivative works production would suddenly find they no longer had rights to convey. Altering existing copyrights would arouse considerable opposition politically. These concerns suggest reform should apply only to future grants of rights.

Practically, reform confronts at least four challenges. First, the trend in copyright legislation is strongly towards expanding, not reducing, entitlements. Second, there is a public choice problem involved; those whose interests suffer under the change are a concentrated group, likely to be stronger partisans than those who benefit from it. Copyright owners have significant investment in defending their entitlements, even if those privileges are socially wasteful. Potential creators have a more attenuated interest in unfettered use of initial works and are less likely to advocate the change than current holders are to oppose it. Third, opponents can deploy alternative justifications for the derivative works right based on labor-desert theory or personality interests. Finally, eliminating the right might contravene U.S. adherence to international agreements such as the Berne Convention and the World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty. (Whether the United States currently complies with these obligations remains an open question.)

However, recent legislation suggests reductions in copyright entitlements may nonetheless be possible. In April 2005, Congress enacted the Family Entertainment and Copyright Act (FECA). Part of FECA reduces copyright protection to shield enterprises producing a specific derivative work—“family-friendly” movie versions—if they do not create a fixed copy of the altered work. (The alteration must skip, rather than obfuscate, objectionable portions.) Congress decided the value of technologies offered by firms such as ClearPlay, which allow families to watch interesting films without exposure to undesirable content, was greater than any harm to copyright holders from exempting such derivatives. (It is not clear that the
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change harms incentives for movies. ClearPlay purchases DVDs rather than reproducing them. Movie studios do not sell sanitized films to consumers, except for airline and network television viewing, and thus lose no revenue.\textsuperscript{407} Congress overcame resistance from the motion picture industry, including arguments based on moral rights, and overlooked any risk of inconsistency with international obligations.\textsuperscript{408} (It is unclear how movie studios reconcile resistance to sanitized movies on artistic grounds with a willingness to permit editing for lucrative televised airing.) While this alteration is far smaller than removing the adaptation right, it suggests that the challenges outlined above can be surmounted.

However, eliminating the adaptation right would also require Congress to address copyright’s other entitlements. The adaptation right overlaps with other rights, including reproduction, public performance, and public display. The movie \textit{Brokeback Mountain} necessarily duplicates characters, plot, and dialogue from Annie Proulx’s short story, performs it publicly, and displays it publicly. Without control over derivatives, creators would worry about seeing their novels adapted and shown in movie form. As discussed, copyright law should not confer a veto over adaptation.\textsuperscript{409} It should, however, partially address creators’ primary fear of derivatives substituting for sales of the original. Without the adaptation right, derivatives could cannibalize directly the initial work’s sales, block sequels by its author, and generate problems with translations. Congress would need to make additional legal alterations to mitigate these concerns.

Some derivative works displace readily the work from which they are adapted.\textsuperscript{410} This is most pressing for minor alterations such as abridgments, condensations, and edited versions.\textsuperscript{411} Many high school students would prefer an abridged version of Tolstoy’s \textit{War and Peace} to the original. Similarly, some \textit{Star Wars} fans eagerly opted for the “Phantom Edit,” an unauthorized rendering that removed frivolous material such as Jar Jar Binks over the official version of \textit{The Phantom Menace}.\textsuperscript{412} Such relatively minor adaptations come closer to reproduction than transformation.

More subtly, even highly transformative derivatives could displace sales of the initial work. Consumers might prefer to read Alice Randall’s \textit{The
Faulty Math

2008] Wind Done Gone rather than Mitchell’s Gone With The Wind, finding Randall’s portrayal more historically accurate and compelling.413

Substitution from derivatives risks undermining creators’ incentives to produce expression. Rather than producing new, transformative works, authors could use the change in copyright law to flood the market with minor variants of an initial work. This would undercut the initial author’s right to reproduce her work and would curtail returns from it. Without the adaptation right to prevent this behavior, copyright law must find an alternative to block such substitution.

Removing the right might also impede authors from writing sequels. Creators have long released works forming a single narrative arc in multiple, serial installments, from Charles Dickens’s Pickwick Papers to Lucas’s Star Wars movies. Sequels let an author judge demand for her expression before investing effort in further development and permit the audience to consume the work in more manageable pieces. While Rowling may have had the entire story in mind when writing her first book, if Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone had failed commercially, she might never have committed the rest of the plot to print.

Without the derivative works right, any subsequent author could build upon an initial work by writing her own sequel, which would be protected by copyright.414 The initial author’s planned sequel might overlap with one of these derivatives. Since the derivative author would own rights to the novel expression in the new work, she could block the original creator from writing a substantially similar version.415 This problem’s impact varies with the form of creative expression—it is prominent for literary, dramatic, and audiovisual works, but has less consequence for architectural designs or musical compositions. After the proposed change, a proliferation of derivative sequels could limit the initial author’s ability to develop her characters and plot.

Finally, eliminating the right complicates production of translations. The right to translate a work effectively sets who can obtain revenues from its foreign-language markets. Copyright enabled Samuel Beckett to write Waiting for Godot 416 in French and then translate it into English; without the exclusive right to produce translations, someone else could convert the work and sell it in English-language markets for postmodern play scripts. Since

414. Trademark law would prevent some usage by others, and limit confusion by consumers, by blocking the use of titles and perhaps character names. This would reduce the effect of this change. See Herbko Int’l, Inc. v. Kappa Books, Inc., 308 F.3d 1156, 1162-63 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (noting title of a single literary work requires secondary meaning with consumers for trademark protection); see also Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Nintendo Co., Ltd., 797 F.2d 70, 71 (2d Cir. 1986) (recognizing trademark interest in character of King Kong from films); In re Scholastic, 23 U.S.P.Q.2d 1774, 1775 (Trademark Tr. & App. Bd. 1992) (allowing registration of “The Magic School Bus” as title for series of children’s books).
416. SAMUEL BECKETT, WAITING FOR GODOT (1982).
the translator would own rights to the new version, Beckett would have considerable difficulty selling a later, authorized translation without infringing.

Uncontrolled translations generate two economic problems. First, foreign language markets might be important incentives in some creative industries. Motion picture studios, for example, have shifted their output towards genres that are attractive regardless of language skills, such as action movies. Second, an initial but poor translation could poison a market for better versions by rendering the expression clumsily or by altering the work in unattractive fashion, such as the omission of human rights criticism from the Chinese translation of Senator Clinton’s biography. Chinese readers might be offended by Clinton’s seeming failure to address this issue, depressing sales. A corrected translation would have to overcome initial, unfavorable impressions. Without the adaptation right, translations could capture—or destroy—foreign language markets.

These problems can be largely mitigated with additional legal changes. Congress should change the statutory definition of “derivative work” to move abridgments, condensations, editorial revisions, and translations under the reproduction right, which initial authors would retain, instead. This reform would address some substitution and translation problems. These derivatives have the primary economic effect of displacing sales of the original. Shifting such creations within copyright recognizes their economic role—as copies—while preserving incentives and preventing parasitic translations.

Substitution can occur more subtly: consumers might see the film *Children of Men* rather than reading P.D. James’s novel; the movie *Rent* could siphon ticket sales from the Broadway musical. The proposed reforms mitigate this problem by placing derivatives with the greatest power to substitute, such as abridgments, under the initial creator’s control, and (as described below) by protecting his or her ability to produce authorized derivative versions. Nonetheless, Congress could assess this concern—demand substitution by consumers—using the well-established guidelines developed by the Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice to assess substitution in the context of horizontal mergers. If substitution was significant in a given market or for a type of work, such as movies substituting for plays, Congress should respond by enacting a revenue-sharing arrangement. This system would allocate a fraction of revenues from that form of derivative to the initial author. The percentage shared should correspond to the degree of substitution. (While analyzing substitution creates costs, courts and agencies such as the FTC have established methodologies for
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such assessments, and costs would be incurred only when substitution posed a significant risk to production of initial works.) This approach parallels one proposed by Judge Alex Kozinski and Christopher Newman, where a derivative creator would be liable (in an infringement suit) for the proportion of her work’s value attributable to the initial author’s expression rather than her own.421

To protect a creator’s ability to release a work in installments by producing sequels, those authors would receive a limited grant of exclusivity for derivatives in the same medium as the initial expression. This right would apply only to genres where sequel problems are significant: literary, dramatic, and audio-visual expression. The initial author would enjoy protection only against transformative works of the same form. Tom Clancy would have exclusive rights to write novels developing The Hunt for Red October but no control over movie versions of the book or merchandise based upon it. Limited exclusivity would be brief—long enough to permit authors to assess demand before launching sequels—but sufficiently short to minimize harm from blocking others from creating valuable derivatives. Authors and industries differ, and setting an optimal exclusivity period is likely an impossible task. The Wachowski brothers produced their Matrix movie trilogy in four years (1999-2003), while Sue Grafton’s alphabet-themed Kinsey Millhone novels began in 1982 with ‘A’ is for Alibi and have not yet reached Z.422 Exclusivity’s duration will necessarily be subjective.

Moreover, exclusivity will shape expression produced under it. A series of works that would take longer than the exclusive period to produce may be combined, curtailed, or otherwise altered to enjoy monopoly rents from exclusive production. A five-year exclusive sequel period seems sufficient to assess demand for one’s expression and to create follow-on works, while opening attractive works for transformation relatively quickly. Further tuning sequel exclusivity for each creative industry (based on available data) would be desirable.

Giving creators limited exclusivity over sequels risks opportunistic behavior. The period of sole control seeks to protect Rowling’s ability to gauge her first Potter novel’s popularity and then to develop her wizarding world’s plot and characters. When Warner Brothers produces the first movie version, though, the studio might assert exclusive rights to develop sequel Potter films. This would block other studios from adapting Rowling’s next novels, enabling Warner Brothers to free-ride on her future creations. Exclusivity might lead to races to adapt popular works into a form enjoying the sequel right, as the first to copyright such a derivative would obtain sole rights in that medium. Strategic behavior by canny adapters could create rent-seeking problems with little or no offsetting benefit.

The best solution would limit the exclusive sequel period by denying it to works adapted from expression in other media. A new book’s creator would receive sole rights to write sequels, but the director who developed a movie from that book would not obtain any special control over future film sequels. This configuration could suffer difficulties at the margins, since creators might seek exclusivity over works partially derivative of expression in another medium. However, costs would be less than under the current copyright system which must police protected derivatives for far longer. While it might prove difficult in some cases to detect whether a work was adapted or original, this should be a minor problem. Fans of Eragon want to see the film version of the novel, not a similar but disguised movie.423

Copyright law should also add rights of attribution and disclaimer.424 This approach, familiar from moral rights conceptions of copyright, would require a derivative work to acknowledge its artistic debt to the expression it transforms.425 Attribution and disclaimer offer considerable economic benefits. With the attribution right, a successful derivative would frequently spur sales of the initial work. The impending theatrical debut of The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe greatly increased sales of C.S. Lewis’s novel.426 Of the 80 million copies of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings books sold since 1938, about 25 million were purchased between 2001 and 2003—when the popular movie versions were released.427 The movie The Grinch Who Stole Christmas boosted sales of Dr. Seuss’s book by 20%, and generated translation into nine new foreign languages.428 Hip-hop artists often release remixed versions of their recordings, or allow others to remake them, to promote the original albums.429 Attribution would help demarcate the new derivative’s original, protectible expression by allowing comparison to its source material.

The disclaimer obligation would require the derivative to indicate whether the initial creator authorized its production. Disclaimer would preserve an initial author’s ability to produce or license authorized adaptations. Customers may prefer derivatives that track more closely the initial author’s creative vision; the disclaimer right enables them to identify such follow-on works.430 Potter fans will almost certainly prefer Rowling’s final installment
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to mine. Disclaimer tracks the underlying rationales of protecting source-identifying signals, promoting product quality, and avoiding consumer confusion from trademark doctrine.\footnote{See, e.g., Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Prods. Co., 514 U.S. 159, 162–64 (1995); Stacey L. Dogan & Mark A. Lemley, Trademarks and Consumer Search Costs on the Internet, 41 HOU. L. REV. 777, 786–89 (2004); William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, Trademark Law: An Economic Perspective, 30 J.L. & ECON. 265, 265–75 (1987).} Derivatives would have to prominently indicate attribution and disclaimer—for example, in a movie’s opening credits or on a CD’s front cover.\footnote{See, e.g., WRITERS GUILD OF AM., WEST, SCREEN CREDITS MANUAL § III A.9, available at http://www.wga.org/subpage_writersresources.aspx?id=171 (defining requirements for attribution of “Based on Characters Created by” movie credit).} Congress could specify methods of attribution and disclaimer for different media, or could incorporate relevant trademark standards.\footnote{See, e.g., Promatek Indus. Ltd. v. Equitrac Corp., 300 F.3d 808, 811 (7th Cir. 2002) (requiring disclaimer on website); Soltex Polymer Corp. v. Fortex Indus., Inc., 832 F.2d 1325, 1329–30 (2d Cir. 1987) (affirming mandated disclaimer on plastic containers); L.E. Waterman Co. v. Modern Pen Co., 235 U.S. 88, 91–93 (1914) (requiring disclaimer next to mark for pens).} Disclaimer enables initial creators to produce, and market to consumers, authorized derivatives that incorporate their expressive approach, and ensures customers can identify an adapted work’s source.

The disclaimer right also addresses trademark issues that could block derivative production. Authors can employ trademark and unfair competition theories to protect expression—particularly distinctive characters—in addition to copyright.\footnote{See, e.g., Toho Co. v. William Morrow & Co., 33 F. Supp. 2d 1206, 1213 (C.D. Cal. 1998) (protecting Godzilla character under trademark theory and enjoining unauthorized Godzilla book); Danjaq LLC v. Sony Corp., 49 U.S.P.Q.2d 1341, 1344 (C.D. Cal. 1998) (protecting James Bond character as service mark), aff’d, 165 F.3d 915 (9th Cir. 1998).} Trademark law could thus undo these copyright reforms. Adequate disclaimer, along with changed consumer expectations driven by copyright’s changes, should ameliorate trademark-based concerns. If necessary, Congress should specify that trademark law should not block adaptation if disclaimer rules are followed.\footnote{Initial creators should be empowered to bring both trademark and copyright claims for failure to follow disclaimer rules.}

A problem specific to recorded music may also arise. Sound recordings are derivative works of their underlying musical compositions. Britney Spears is famous for singing “Oops! . . . I Did It Again,” but without the music and lyrics written by Max Martin and Rami, her recording would not exist.\footnote{See Billboard.com, Britney Spears, Oops!... I Did It Again, http://www.billboard.com/bbcom/discography/index.jsp?pid=290150&aid=424816 (last visited Nov. 20, 2007).} Removing the adaptation right could make it more difficult for composers to negotiate with record labels and artists; they would worry their work might be appropriated and transformed without compensation. Attribution, though, would be required under the reform described above.) Unscrupulous singers could review lyrics and harmony, then record a performance without fear of copyright liability.
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Two factors mitigate this risk. First, composers can use contract law to protect themselves. Non-disclosure agreements provide some security for lyricists to shop their wares. Second, the derivative works right available to composers is already quite limited. Once an artist has lawfully recorded and released a performance of a composition, other artists can record their own versions (provided they maintain the “basic melody [and] fundamental character” of the composition) for a minimal royalty payment. This compulsory license effectively limits a composer’s derivative rights, at least for sound recordings, to selecting the initial performer and negotiating the first adaptation’s terms. Given these current constraints, it is unlikely the proposed change will significantly increase transaction costs for producing musical compositions.

Finally, and crucially, any proposed reform must address the overlap in copyright’s controls. The derivative works right is often co-extensive with other copyright entitlements, such as the right to prohibit unauthorized reproduction. Even without the adaptation right, Khaled Hosseini can sue me for creating a film version of *The Kite Runner*. The movie necessarily copies protected elements—plot intricacies, dialogue, characters—from the novel. Hosseini could assert public performance and display claims also. Other aspects of copyright law could blunt, if not extinguish, the benefits of removing the derivative works right. The challenge is to enable transformative uses of *The Kite Runner*, while blocking copyists from using minor alterations to evade liability.

Creating a derivative involves using elements of the initial work and adding new expression. Removing the adaptation right is not sufficient to generate new production; adapters need permission—or at least immunity from liability—for using the original. Hosseini’s right to sue for copying, performing, and displaying his novel on-screen will prevent auteurs from creating movie versions, even if he loses the derivative right. Yet conferring blanket infringement immunity for derivatives could destroy copyright’s other entitlements, and its economic benefits. Copyists would cheat by posing as adapters. Copyright law must confer limited use for derivatives while safeguarding creators from blanket copying. The challenge is to differentiate new expression that builds upon existing work—that transforms it—from that which merely replaces it.

The line between substitution and transformation is difficult to fix. A photographer taking a black-and-white picture of Yosemite’s Half Dome, moon in the background, might be creating an original work, paying homage to Ansel Adams—or trying to offer an inexpensive Adams alternative to
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Regardless of her intent, the resulting photo could displace sales of Adams’s posters, or could have no market effect at all. Consumers may want Adams’s handiwork, even if the new photo is identical. Making the distinction between copying and adaptation based on effect, or on intent, may not help.

To copyright a derivative, the adapter must contribute new, original expression. This contribution can be minimal. Under current law, this minimal threshold is unproblematic: derivatives require the initial author’s authorization, and copyright extends only to the added expression, without altering the original copyright. Copyright holders will prevent adaptations that displace their work by denying them licenses. Removing the adaptation right complicates the picture. As the new artist’s contribution decreases towards the minimum quantum for protection, it becomes increasingly likely her derivative will substitute for the initial work. Differentiating (permissible) transformation from (prohibited) reproduction becomes difficult.

Congress should reform copyright law to increase the originality threshold for copyright protection for a derivative work. Newly adapted expression surpassing this threshold could obtain a copyright and would be immunized from infringement liability vis-à-vis the initial work. Works with insufficient original expression could not obtain copyright and would be vulnerable to an infringement suit. This change would protect transformative works less likely to substitute for the initial work while simultaneously protecting the initial creator from minimal alterations that undercut her reproduction right.

The challenge lies in resetting the threshold. To do so, copyright law should evaluate how transformative the new adaptation is: the more transformative, the lower the substitution risk. It should draw upon fair use analysis of whether a work is transformative, creating new value, or duplicative, diverting existing value. This analysis occurs primarily through the first and fourth required fair use factors. The first evaluates whether a new work merely “supersedes” the original, or instead reconfigures it—“it asks, in other words, whether and to what extent the new work is ‘transformative.’” The more transformative, the more likely the use will be fair, and the less likely that other, countervailing considerations will be deci-
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442. Adams’s “Moon and Half Dome” is a poster store staple.
sive. Fair use’s first factor is inherently based on economics; it examines whether demand for the new work diverts demand for the initial one. Fairness increases as substitution decreases. Copyright’s derivative work analysis should function similarly.

The fourth factor weighs substitution directly, gauging the new work’s effects on the initial one’s markets. The markets analyzed include original and derivative ones. The new threshold test should incorporate substitution analysis for the initial work’s original market but exclude derivative markets since control over secondary uses has been shown to be undesirable economically.

Thus, the new test should create a sliding scale: the more transformative the derivative, the more copyright law should tolerate market substitution. This counterintuitive result makes sense: if The Wind Done Gone displaces sales of Gone With The Wind because readers prefer Randall’s retelling, copyright should permit such substitution. However, a version of an Alexander Calder sculpture that merely changes the mobile’s colors should be ineligible for copyright and subject to infringement suit since this minor alteration adds little new expression and threatens to substitute for reproductions of the original. This approach should push creators to produce more transformative expression to avoid liability and obtain copyright, increasing the diversity and originality of works available. Derivatives near the threshold may need a license from the initial creator to avoid infringing the reproduction right. This is unobjectionable because these works offer less new, transformative expression and are more likely to merely substitute; copyright should be willing to allow them only at the initial author’s forbearance. The new system should offer an exception for authorized derivatives. Since the concern for safeguarding the reproduction right disappears with the initial creator’s permission, copyright eligibility should remain at the current, lower level of originality.

This test for determining a derivative’s eligibility for copyright and immunity from infringement liability, and the boundary between the derivative work’s right and copyright’s other entitlements, is elegant and flexible. Like all standards, though, it may suffer from uncertainty and expense in evaluating a given adapted work—in short, the new test may have high implementation costs. Establishing rebuttable presumptions for expression that generally surpasses the threshold can reduce these concerns. One helpful presumption would hold an adaptation in a new medium, with more than
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minimal originality, would exceed the threshold. Adapting expression into a new medium typically requires considerable originality—for example, transforming a novel into a motion picture, or a photograph into a sculpture. The originality requirement would prevent copyists from transferring text of the new Potter novel onto a Web page, displacing sales of Rowling’s book. Making the presumption rebuttable would allow initial authors to prove that a derivative is a substitute, and not sufficiently innovative, by adducing sufficient proof (the standard for civil litigation—more likely than not—would seem appropriate). In addition, the attribution requirement outlined above would help creators identify derivatives, and assess their market effects, for the threshold test.

Establishing the balance between protecting derivatives and safeguarding copyright’s other rights is a difficult, and likely imperfect, exercise. The proposed substitution-based analysis should encourage works that create new value and new markets while preventing mere copies from undermining incentives. This approach builds on the re-alignment of certain derivatives under the reproduction right, the limited sequel period, and the attribution and disclaimer rights. In addition, the medium-shifting safe harbor presumption should reduce the new system’s implementation costs while maintaining flexibility. Overall, the new copyright scheme frees transformative derivatives, protects against mere copying, and strikes a productive balance between initial and secondary creators.

VI. CONCLUSION

On economic grounds, the derivative works right is a bad bargain. It blocks production of attractive new expression, reduces diversity of creative works, and increases their cost. Eliminating the right, with minor legal modifications to protect copyright’s other entitlements, makes sense, economically.

Yet this analysis is unlikely to alter copyright’s scope—not only because of the limited influence of academic articles but because the derivative works right seems to rest on grounds more powerful and less empirical than economics. These rationales surface when creators eschew financial benefit to prevent transformations of their expression they view as unseemly—from a cartoonist refusing to permit merchandising of his characters to movie directors objecting to sanitized films to musical artists who give up sales of popular tracks to avoid “unbundling” the collective work that is an album. The connection between creator and creation, and the call to recognize artistic labor, is compelling.
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But these arguments often appear cloaked in economic language, disguising their appeal and distorting debate. Control over derivative works driven by personality theory or labor-desert concerns could be quite different in scope than a right grounded in economics. It might, for example, include more moral rights, but last only during the author’s lifetime.\footnote{Cf. 17 U.S.C. § 106(A) (2000) (providing rights of attribution and protection to certain visual artists during their lifetimes).} If these rationales suffice to justify the derivative works right, society should articulate them clearly, and with recognition of their economic cost.

If copyright law remains financially focused, though, it should eliminate the derivative works right to realize re-mix culture’s promise of cheap, creative, diverse artistic expression.
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